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“

He took care to pronounce the word
sea clearly that all the dolphins
within it might shine
And the desolation so great it might
contain all of God.....

”

aﬅika Chronika with the patronage of the Hellenic
Association of Maritime Economists and the full
support of the Laskaridis Foundation has honoured
for yet another year six personalities and organisations
involved in shipping for their contribution to shipping and
society as a whole, and on April 22nd presented them with
the Efkranti Awards.
These awards are an essential bridge of communication and
conciliation for both the academic and the media communities
and are named aﬅer the Nereid -patroness of seafarers and
the good catch.
In this context, the award jury includes 51 academics and
researchers from all the academic institutions where
shipping is taught, as well as some of the country’s most
reputable and accomplished journalists.
It is no coincidence that this year's winners have supported
and continue to support both the improvement of our shipping
industry’s public image and the new generation that wants
to make a career at sea or in shipping in general.
Giving out these awards was indeed very timely and coincided
with an event that reﬂects the social situation in Greece during
the crisis: A few days ago, in Chios, a young student asked
for my advice. He confessed that his father, who had earned
enough money from construction work before, was today
unable to support him ﬁnancially.
"I’ve vacated my home, I’m staying at the students’ residency
and work every day in a café."
"How much do you get there?" I asked him,
"3 euro an hour", he replied.

N

Odysseas Elytis

"How can I be of help?” I asked him again.
"I just want you to support me with your experience and
knowledge, to help me ﬁnd my pace in studying again. I need
to get a job in shipping" he said emphatically.
At that time the only thing that came to my mind were the
words of Andreas G. Lemos.
Wrote the great thinker Andreas Lemos in 1980 "...the sea
can no longer be a choice our children make out of necessity;
it must be a solution of freedom and unlimited possibilities.
Need creates obligations and entanglements.

If we cannot manage even
today to convince the young
generation, as well as society
as a whole, about the magic
of the sea and the
possibilities it offers, and I
repeat, not as a last resort
but as a transcendent
solution, how can we continue
to consider ourselves eternal
seafarers?

- N ΑΥΤ Ι ΚΑ 2 Χ ΡΟΝΙ ΚΑ -
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Since the days of Andreas
Lemos, who ﬁrst introduced
in our days the term
"eternally seafaring Greeks",
Greek shipping has not
managed to convince its
young people that shipping is
not consistent with need,
but, rather, with freedom and
the transcendent nature
of the Greek.

Sometimes it also breeds antagonism towards superiors,
colleagues, or employers."
And he was not the ﬁrst to praise the freedom of the sea.
"Free man, you will always cherish the sea!" wrote Baudelaire.
Since the days of Andreas Lemos, who ﬁrst introduced in
our days the term Greeks eternal seafarers - Αειναύτες-,
the Greek maritime community and cluster has not managed to convince its young people that shipping is not consistent with need, but, rather, with freedom and the
transcendent nature of the Greek.
This year’s six winners, as personalities and as institutions,

have endeavored and still endeavor today to pass on this
perspective to our youth, even in this period of enormous
crisis.
If we cannot manage even today to convince the young
generation, as well as society as a whole, about the magic
of the sea and the possibilities it oﬀers, and I repeat, not as
a last resort but as a transcendent solution, how can we
continue to consider ourselves eternal seafarers?
The 3 euro per hour generation can and should shift its
interest toward the new highways of the sea, provided that
we too really embrace them in a spirit of dedication and
commitment.
Perhaps it is high time we understood that as eternal seafarers
it is we who need the new generation and not so much the
other way around.
And as the great Cretan wrote in Alexis Zorbas: “Happy is
the man, I thought, who, before dying, has the good fortune
to sail the Aegean. Nowhere else are you transposed from
truth to dream with such calmness and ease". In an era of
crisis and pessimism, the freedom of the sea is already
turning the Greeks towards the maritime routes where they
have always met the Nereids of prosperity and progress.
Not out of necessity anymore, but because they now understand
the opportunities and prospects that the sea has to oﬀer.
I. G. B.
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INVESTING FOR THE FUTURE

Are Greek shipowners still
countercyclical investors?
Despite the doom and gloom that the shipping market has experienced during the last two years and especially during
2012, Greek shipowners have continued to place newbuilding
orders. Most are still looking for investment opportunities,
triggered by lower prices in various shipyards (close to historical lows), hoping for better times and relying on their solid
business instincts. Naftika Chronika asks three shipowners for their
opinion on this issue that has attracted international attention.
Why are Greek ordering new vessels despite the ongoing crisis in the Market?

By Vasilis Bacolitsas, Director Sea Pioneer Shipping

he recent surge in NB orders for certain types of ships
can be attributed to two main reasons: 1) the historically low prices, and 2) the new designs which are
more eﬃcient both in terms of fuel consumption and in
terms of emissions.
There has been considerable discussion regarding the latter
of the two reasons, but the fact remains that aﬅer a number
of years without any real innovation (both in the hull design
and the main and auxiliary engines), shipyards and manufacturers have now realised that innovation and improvement are the only ways to sell a product in these diﬃcult
times.
The new designs oﬀer savings that range from a mere 3-4
tons a day to around 20 tons per day for the larger ship
types. The new ECO ships also oﬀer substantially reduced
SOX and NOX emissions, an important parameter which not

T

many seem to be taking into account in today’s market,
most probably because of the lack of any unilateral legislation regarding the payment of fees in relation to the
amount of emissions a ship produces.
There is obviously concern regarding the amount of ordering, as there is a fear that too many orders of these new
ships will simply delay the recovery of the market. I believe
that ever increasing legislation, together with the two tier
market that will be created as we move forward, will inevitably lead to a more rapid phasing out of the older tonnage and eventually lead to the recovery of the shipping
market.
All in all, the new ships will lead to a much needed environmental improvement (by way of a much smaller carbon
footprint) and hopefully shipping will have done its part in
helping reduce global greenhouse emissions.

- N ΑΥΤ Ι ΚΑ 6 Χ ΡΟΝΙ ΚΑ -
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By Themis Petrakis, , Vice President Iolcos Maritime Enterprises Co. Ltd.

f course I cannot speak for my colleagues, because
each one of them may have diﬀerent reasons or expectations for doing so.
Personally, at this stage, my Company is not ordering new
ships. If, however, I could venture a guess about why many
Owners (and not just Greeks) are ordering new vessels, I
would have to say that the reason is two-fold:
First of all, they are trying to take advantage of the histo-rically low prices and the lucrative ﬁnancing terms that are
oﬀered by the shipyards.
My personal opinion is that prices/terms are indeed attractive, but just because the market has been suppressed for
about 4 years, this does not mean that we are nearing the
end. There are hardly any signs that the world economy is
bouncing back (the problems in the US, the EU and –on
some level- China are well-known) and, as if nothing has

O

been learned from the recent market crisis, the orderbook
is still rampant.
Secondly, it seems that nowadays Owners are keen to jump
on the Eco bandwagon and want to incorporate eco-type
ships to their ﬂeets.
Charterers seem to like them and shipyards are quoting
consumptions that are too good.
But I would like to point out that these ships have not had
their consumption tested yet (at least we do not have a
good sample nor have they been around for years), therefore one should be really cautious before going on a “shopping spree” for such ships.
Also, the emergence of eco ships does not mean that the
non-eco ones will become obsolete and –as experience has
proven recently- on a bull market these things make little
diﬀerence to most charterers.
In any case, the above sum up what I believe to be the answer to your question.
I must stress however, once more, that no matter what the
reasons behind this new ordering spree, each and every one
of us for our own protection should contain ourselves and
demonstrate responsibility in order for this turbulent market to ﬁnally turn around, instead of allowing it –through
this behaviour- to perpetuate itself.

By Harry Vafias, President & CEO Stealthgas

reeks have always been considered countercyclical
investors and that’s how they made lots of money
with both new and 2nd hand ships during the previous
crises! This crisis, however, is diﬀerent due to many factors.
This crisis isn’t a shipping crisis, but a housing, banking and
global economy crisis that was also transmitted to shipping.
Moreover, between 2006-2010 we had a record of ships ordered and delivered in all 3 major shipping segments, i.e.
dry, wet and containers! Just consider that 1000 capesizes
had been ordered and these currently fetch $5000 daily in
the spot market, whereas their all inclusive break-even point
is a shade below $30,000 daily! So ordering today has many
risks! Yes, prices are indeed close to the bottom and yes,

G

quality yards can build eco ships (not all yards though) but
for how long will shipowners need to subsidize these investments till the market recovers? And when will the market
recover if every quarter we have fresh orders, especially for
dry vessels and product tankers? My personal opinion is
that unless you are active in a specialized segment like
LPG/LNG or supply boats and oﬀshore, new orders aren’t
needed!. Especially when you have an abundance of quality
and modern 2nd hand ships or even resales!
With the global economy stagnant and Europe suﬀering and
without any real hope for strong economic growth for the
next 18 months, ordering ships in an already bloated and
oversupplied market isn’t the best way forward.

- N ΑΥΤ Ι ΚΑ 8 Χ ΡΟΝΙ ΚΑ -
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INVESTING FOR THE FUTURE

Ordering “ECO Type” vessels:
the controversy still continues

By George Logothetis, CFO Finance and Research George Moundreas & Company S.A.

In the last 2 years or so, we have been experiencing
continuous improvements in ship design towards energy
eﬃciency rather than deadweight maximization, as was
the case up until very recently.
These improvements are based on a combination of better
hydrodynamics/hull form, economical low speed main
engines, bigger and more eﬃcient propellers, slow
steaming design points and energy-saving appliances,
among other things.
Aﬅer the collapse of Lehman Brothers and the deterioration
of the shipping markets, fuel eﬃciency is at the top of the
maritime community’s agenda, together with safety.
The main two factors that led to such improvements and
advances in the design of vessels, to what is called the “ECO
Type” ship, were the constant increases in fuel costs in
conjunction with the dramatic reduction of income rates, as
well as increased public awareness regarding pollution and
environmental emissions which has lead to political decisions
pertaining to rules and regulations on a global or local level.
The shipping industry will face escalating competition from
other modes of transport in the future as shipping companies
have to comply with new, more stringent environmental
regulations which will lead to increased sea transportation
costs due to signiﬁcantly higher fuel prices.
Up to today, “ECO Type” vessels are a controversial issue in
the maritime community, but, as time goes by, supporters
of this type of vessels outnumber those who treat this new
technology with criticism or scepticism. Critics of ECO vessels
fear that when demand improves, shippers will require higher
speeds, thus reducing new design advantages since the fuel
eﬃciency of these vessels is achieved at a speed of approximately 12-14 knots, depending on the size of the vessel.

However, several charterers have openly expressed their
preference for ECO vessels; one of the world’s largest
charterers, Cargill, has openly stated that from now on it
will only employ ECO type, fuel eﬃcient vessels. Charterers
typically pay for the cost of fuel in addition to a daily charter
rate when they lease ships from owners, and it would be in
their interest to charter ships that have lower fuel consumption.
On average, ECO type vessels in the dry cargo segment
enjoy fuel savings of about 5 tonnes per day. In monetary
terms, this 5 tonne diﬀerence between an ECO and a non
ECO ﬁve year old vessel results in savings of approximately
$ 3,250 per day, taking into account that the cost of IFO 380
is around $ 650/tonne. Assuming 270 days of operation,
the annual beneﬁt/saving is $ 877,500. However, in today’s
low employment rate market conditions, where slow steaming
is the norm, the savings are lower, but as shipping goes
through cycles it is only a matter of time before rates
improve and the beneﬁts of ECO vessels are maximized.
However, the risk for non ECO vessels is not when the market
is going to improve, but when the market completes the
cycle and rates drop again. When that happens, ECO vessels
will be the ones to survive and older vessels will be
scrapped.
Concluding, even though there are a few reservations regarding the actual beneﬁts of an ECO type vessel, considering
the investment and the capital required for the construction
of such a vessel versus the low prices for the purchase of a
modern second hand non ECO vessel at the current market,
all the major players in the industry are convinced that the
future is in ECO vessels, not only because of their low fuel
consumption, but also because they comply with all the
latest pollution and environmental emissions regulations.

- N ΑΥΤ Ι ΚΑ 10 Χ ΡΟΝ ΙΚΑ -
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INVESTING FOR THE FUTURE

Who needs ship energy efﬁciency
ratings anyway ?

By Panos Zachariadis, Technical Director Atlantic Bulk Carriers Management Ltd

This issue of rating ships, with grades A,B,C,D,F as if they were
refrigerators, started from being funny and curious, progressed
to being annoying and lately has graduated to being a misleading
distraction to the true energy performance measures of ships.
Rightship “sells” such ratings to its member-customers with
support for the concept from environmental advocate outﬁts
such as Carbon War Room. Visiting Carbon War Room’s web
page (www.carbonwarroom.com) one can see mainly pictures
and videos of its founder, Sir Richard Branson, in various smiling
poses, visiting near and far locations to promote the saving of
the environment. The fact that each one of his airplanes (Virgin
Atlantic) emits more CO2 than 40 ships combined, is another
matter. Yet Carbon War Room targets ships, not planes.
With Rightship itself the situation is more puzzling. About a couple of years ago it decided to apply EEDI (Energy Eﬃciency Design Index) to all existing ships and rate them on their energy
performance in accordance with this index. Of course its is impossible to to do this correctly since among other critical data
needed, EEDI requires sea trials to verify a ship’s speed at 75%
of the engine’s maximum output (MCR). But these seemed to
be minor details for Rightship. It simply collected all and any
publically available data, admitting it is probably wrong, and
came up with an “index” for every ship under the sun.

When IMO oﬃcially declared in the summer of 2012 that EEDI
cannot be applied to existing ships, Rightship simply changed
the name of its index form EEDI to EVDI. But the same EEDI
formula was used to calculate the index. Only the name
changed! Subsequently Rightship announced, with great fanfare, that certain big name charterers have decided to, henceforth, charter only ships with good EVDI and Environmental
Rating. It neglected to point out that these big name charterers
happened to be Rightship’s major shareholder – owners (such
as Cargill and Rio Tinto).
What Rightship is trying to do of course is increase its proﬁts.
Its members pay an annual fee in order to have access to its
safety and environmental ratings of ships. While its safety rating is based mostly on factual information (e.g. recent port
state detentions), the environmental rating was probably seen
as a good business idea. Being the ﬁrst to oﬀer such rating
could mean good business with the ever-increasing CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) and “green-minded” charterer
clientele. But the fact that the product being sold may be “defective”, seemed to matter little. EVDI, and by extension the
ratings oﬀered by Rightship, do not represent in the least bit
the true environmental performance of any ship. Many times
a ship with high fuel consumption has a very good Rightship
energy rating and vice versa.
By and large most charterers do not seem to care about RIghtship’s environmental rating. Either they are aware of the irrelevancy of the index or they have something better to judge a
ship's performance. What better guarantee could they ask than
the speed and consumption clauses, found in every time charterparty, whereby the Owner guarantees his ship’s fuel consumption at several speeds and conditions, under penalty for
underperformance.
EEDI is a "sea trial" index. Even a properly calculated EEDI/EVDI,
using the correct data, is nothing more than a snapshot of a
ship’s performance in one rare loading state (full draﬅ) in ideal
conditions (those of sea trials). It indicates the performance οf

- N ΑΥΤ Ι ΚΑ 12 Χ ΡΟΝ ΙΚΑ -
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the ship in conditions she will never meet in her entire lifetime.
The risk is that shipyards may optimize a ship’s hull shape and
engine for such ideal conditions, without paying much attention
to the ship’s real performance in, say, fair weather or ballast or
part load draﬅs.
But charterers are not naive. They don’t base their ship selections on theoretical indices. They base their selection of which
ship to charter using real weather performance (up to and including Beaufort 4) in real draﬅs (laden and ballast) and various
stated speeds (full and slow speeds). These are prominently
found in the charterparties and these represent the true environmental performance of the ship.
Nevertheless the environmental “noise” created by Rightship,
Carbon War Room and others cannot be ignored. Recently IACS
announced an initiative to examine, together with industry,

Only the name changed! Subsequently
Rightship announced, with great
fanfare, that certain big name charterers have decided to, henceforth,
charter only ships with good EVDI
and Environmental Rating.
It neglected to point out that these
big name charterers happened to
be Rightship’s major shareholder –
owners (such as Cargill and Rio Tinto).

whether such a simple index could be feasible and reliable. I
personally do not think so and I would be very skeptical if such
an index is concocted simply to satisfy those who only care
about simplicity and easy benchmarking at the expense of even
basic correctness and reliability.
Would such an index (if ever found) be useful however ? The
advocates say that this will be an easy and quick way to compare a ship’s eﬃciency with other ships. However, a ship's energy performance depends on, and varies as a result of, a
myriad factors. For instance, apart from weather/currents and
load conditions, how recently the ship was drydocked, or when
her hull and propeller were last cleaned, is critical. Thus the
value of such index would be limited at best and, most of the
time, outdated (as opposed to the charterparty data which is
current.)
We need truth and correctness in measuring shipping's environmental performance. We do not need ﬂowed or irrelevant
indices to be used for PR purposes.

- NΑΥΤΙΚΑ <#> ΧΡΟΝΙΚΑ -
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SPECIAL REPORT

Greeks returning to the sea?
The word crisis (κρίσις) in Greek is synonymous to judgment.
This is a paradox considering the wealth of the Greek language.
After 30 years of virtual euphoria, the economy of our country is
facing a serious crisis which is bringing about drastic changes, one
of which is the professional orientation of young people.

By Michael Sarlis, Maritime Advisor, Hellenic Chamber of Shipping

Joining the public sector, gaining academic qualiﬁcations
that have no practical beneﬁt and being employed in the
over inﬂated commercial sector are no longer the preferred
choices of young Greeks. They are now more extrovert,
seeking opportunities in tourism, modern agriculture, and
new technologies. Many highly educated young people are
emigrating, just as their grandfathers and fathers did in the
early 20th century and in the 50’s. There is a similar trend
in the seafaring profession. These changes in orientation
elucidate the synonymity of crisis and judgment, since during a crisis people tend to have better judgment.
In March 2010, “NAFTIKA CHRONIKA” published a survey on
the ﬁrst year students of the Greek Merchant Marine Academies (MMAs). Some of the ﬁndings of the survey, were:
• 75% : 25% boys : girls
• 20% with parents in shipping related profession
• 76% with family annual income below €20.000
• Academy entry marks, average to good
• For 76% , MMAs were their ﬁrst choice
• Parents were positive to their choice
• Higher proportion of students originating from Macedonia,
the Ionian, Western Greece, South Aegean/Dodecanese
and Crete

Three years later, the number of applicants has tripled; as
a result, entry is reserved for high grade students
(9.687/8.539 entry points for Captains/Engineers in 2012,
as against 6.102/2.948 in 2011 respectively). Free tuition
and full board lodging, compensation during the practical
training period onboard, as well as the employment opportunities oﬀered, appeal to the young generation who consider that a career at sea oﬀers wider horizons and more
prospects than any land related job can oﬀer. Examples of
prominent shipowners who started their careers as sea
going oﬃcers, make working at sea an intriguing option for
them.
In the late 70s, the Greek seafaring community exceeded
150.000 seamen.
For several reasons which are not relevant to the present
article, their number has gradually decreased; the present
manpower composition is not known due to the lack of precise data. In a recent study by the Foundation for Economic
and Industrial Research (IOBE April 2013), it is estimated
that 31.438 Greeks are active seamen. According to other
sources, the number is just below 20.000, of which 8.650
are employed in passenger coastal services, about 1.100 on
yachts, tugs, pilot boats, cruise ships, cargo coastal vessels
and 10.000 (mainly Oﬃcers) on ocean going cargo vessels.

- N ΑΥΤ Ι ΚΑ 14 Χ ΡΟΝ ΙΚΑ -
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Many highly educated
young people
are emigrating, just as their
grandfathers and fathers
did in the early 20th
century and in the 50’s.
There is a similar trend in
the seafaring profession.

The current levels of Oﬃcers' monthly salaries for dry cargo
vessels/tankers respectively are:
Whichever ﬁgure is closer to reality, the reduction is exorbitant.
According to the BIMCO/ISF Manpower 2010 update, the
International seafaring community consists of 624.000
officers and 747.000 ratings. The Supply/Demand
Sensitivity to Fleet Growth appears as follows:

in €
Captain

8.550 9.500

Chief Oﬃcer

6.500 7.500

2nd Oﬃcer

4.000 5.000

Chief Engineer

8.300 9.300

2010

2015

2020

2nd Engineer

6.500 7.500

“Cold” scenario

-2%

-2%

+2%

3rd Engineer

4.000 5.000

Benchmark

-2%

-5%

-1%

“Hot” scenario

-2%

-11%

-9%

In the benchmark case, this corresponds to a worldwide
shortage of 68.550 seafarers by 2015, of which about
31.000 will be Oﬃcers. According to Mr. Yong Li, President
of the Shanghai Maritime Academy, there is a shortage of
18.000 senior oﬃcers in the merchant shipping of the PRC,
which is projected to rise to 23.000 by 2015.
A survey conducted by Deloitte in 2011 reveals that seafarers of all ranks originating from Asia Paciﬁc, the Middle East,
and South Africa receive higher salaries than those of their
European counterparts, while North Americans are the most
highly paid.
The recent attempt to disengage the salaries of rankings
from the collective agreements did not meet with the approval of the Greek Parliament. It would have been an opportunity to alleviate the close to 60% rate of
unemployment amongst the young. However, obsolete
trade union mentality deprived educated boys and girls
willing to exploit, even temporarily, what the sea has to oﬀer
of “the right to work”.

The Hellenic Chamber of Shipping has estimated that an Ofﬁcer may earn €2.367.000 - €2.556.000 during his career
at sea, which on average corresponds to €53.000 - €62.000
per year, with 7 months employment per year. Is there any
job ashore today which is as rewarding?
Several Oﬃcers at a certain stage during their careers assume high positions in the oﬃces of shipping companies as
Port Captains and Engineers.
Considering the demand for maritime education, the international demand for well educated and trained Oﬃcers, and
the remuneration levels and meager economic environment
at home, we should seize the opportunity to upgrade the
level of maritime education as proposed by Shipping Institutions, and increase the number of entrants. Should the
system be in a position to educate a further 15.000 oﬃcers
for Greek and International shipping over the course of the
next few years, the beneﬁts in reducing unemployment,
safeguarding the continuity of tradition, and developing
Greek maritime know-how are obvious. The approximately
€795-930 million generated by these Oﬃcers annually,
would be a valuable contribution to the Greek economy.
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Are Young Greeks Tied to the Oceans?

A Post Crisis Analysis of Why Greek Youths (Still) “Go Maritime”!
“We are tied to the Ocean. And when we go back to the sea, whether it is to sail
or to watch - we are going back from whence we came”.
John F. Kennedy

By Thanos Pallis, Ilias Bissias and Aimilia Papachristou, Research in Shipping and Ports (RESHIP) Laboratory, Department of Shipping
Trade and Transport, University of the Aegean1

The Greek maritime paradigm relies, among other things,
on the presence of personnel at sea and ashore that gain
knowledge and qualiﬁcations through the educational system of the country. Marine academies and higher education
institutions oﬀering marine and maritime degrees respectively, contribute to the professionalization of the maritime
industry which leads by example. The proﬁle of those enrolling as students in these institutions is vital to the capacity of Greece to sustain its competitiveness.
An annual survey, running since 2009 and for three consecutive academic years, in all Greek Merchant Marine Academies (MMA) sheds light on the sociological and economic
features, as well as the aims of the young people who decide
to pursue a profession associated with the sea through following marine studies in Greece.
This survey establishes any link between social background
and enrolment, whether the family, its income, or its shipping tradition is of vital importance for enrolment choices,
whether the ongoing economic crisis leads students from
rural areas with no maritime tradition to choose a maritime
career. It also generates knowledge on the extent to which
the choice of students to ‘go maritime’ is inﬂuenced by the
existing promotional campaigns undertaken by relevant institutions, the shipping industry, or the state.

The analysis of students’ motivations, sources of information and career visions, allows us to conclude conclude
whether maritime industries act as driving forces towards
enrolment, and informs those interested in strategic planning regarding maritime education and enhancing the social
image of shipping.
The Advent of the Crisis
The economic crisis in Greece became evident in late 2009,
when a growing budget deﬁcit reaching 15% of GDP and the
tightening credit conditions challenged the country’s capacity to borrow from markets. Major credit rating agencies
downgraded Greece’s international debt rating and led to a
ﬁnancial crisis. The crisis escalated in the ﬁrst half of 2010,
leading to the intervention of the IMF, ECB and the European
Commission in May. In exchange for the largest bailout ever
assembled, the government announced combined spending
cuts and tax increases over three years, on top of the tough
austerity measures already taken.
Because of the austerity measures and the diﬃculties in implementing the adjustments to the economy, or perhaps, as
others tend to believe, because of the adjustment program
per se, the economy contracted by 3.1% in 2009, 4.9% in
2010, and 7.1% in 2011, and a further 6.4% in the three
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ﬁrst quarters of 2012. Unemployment rose remarkably, and
the national statistical authority announced in September
2012 that 1.3 million Greeks were jobless, with more than
1,000 jobs lost every day over the previous year.
Students Speak
In total, 2.451 students ﬁlled the questionnaires distributed
during classes, an extremely satisfactory response rate corresponding to approximately 95% of the student population
enrolled in the respective programmes (Table1).
Socio-economic Characteristics of MMA students
The common view of the maritime world is that jobs on
board a ship, either as a seaman or an oﬃcer, have become
a not so popular professional choice for young people deciding what profession to follow. The ﬁrst year research results (2009-10) conﬁrmed that. Enrolling in a MMA was not
the ﬁrst choice of 45.5% of those who had done so. Two
years later, a remarkably diﬀerent picture is evident (Table
2). Opting to enroll at a MMA is the ﬁrst option for 84% of
the ﬁrst year students. This shiﬅ of in preferences took place
irrespective of the income of the student’s family, hometown, family links with the maritime profession or any other
parameter examined below.
A second change is the widening of the social pool where
students are coming from, with a progressive increase of
students that do not identify themselves as associated with
shipping or the maritime world before their enrolment in
the MMA. Collected data reveal a decrease in students
whose hometowns have a strong maritime tradition, or is
currently marked by the presence of shipping or maritime
jobs and thus related employment prospects ashore.

Table 1 - Survey Participants
Student
category
MMA

2009-10

Table 2 - Was the enrolment in the particular programme
your first preference?

20010-11

882

This widening is further conﬁrmed by the professional experiences before enrolment. The number of those having
any kind of full job experience was almost halved during the
crisis period to 8.5%, while a part-time (casual) job in the
pre-enrollment period is increasingly common (24.7%).
These reﬂect the vastly changing labour market in Greece,
and imply a changing feature in the characteristics of the
students enrolling in MMAs. Within the period that the national crisis was combined with the eﬀects of the global ﬁnancial crisis of 2008, there is also a smaller population
which has work experience in the shipping world (17.8%)
compared to the pre-crisis situation.
At the same time, hardly any change is observed regarding
the income distribution of the students’ families (Table 4).
Almost two out of ﬁve students come from families lower
on the income scale (less than 12.000€) of Greek society. A
combined 75% of students enrolled in an MMA come from
families earning less than 20.000 per annum. Within this
period, the GDP per capita in Greece decreased from
20.500€ in 2009 to 18.500€ in 2011; perhaps any change
will be more evident in the future and an extended time-lag
is needed for the realisation of the new income conditions
and of any change in the distribution under examination.
The family income is not a determining factor in the students’ answers, whether they refer to students’ background,
preferences, choices, or sources of information. The higher
the income group, the higher the percentage of families that
have a professional association with shipping (Table 5).
For parents of MMA students, their children’s association
with the maritime world and their decision to enrol at an
MMA is a choice that 90% are positive about, with 50% of
them at the most positive end of the grading scale – without

797

Total

2011-12
772

2,451

Students

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

Yes

Answer

54.5%

79.6%

84.0%

No

45.5%

20.4%

16.0%

Table 3 - Background of MMA first year students (%)
Yes

Hometown
with
maritime
tradition

Hometown
associated
with maritime
jobs

Parents
maritime
related
profession

Professional
experience
when
enrolled (FT job)

Professional
experience
in shipping*

2009-10

62.1%

72.1%

26.2%

16.3%

22.3%

20010-11

60.8%

71.7%

22.9%

9.7%

24.0%

2011-12

56.2%

63.7%

22.1%

8.5%

17.8%

* Percentage of those freshmen having previous full-time or part-time experience
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any variation in the case of diﬀerent income groups. Notably,
an average 7% of students enrolling each year at a MMA
have a father who is a graduate of a MMA himself. One in
four has a parent who has graduated from University (this
percentage increased from 25.1% to 27.9% in the examined
period), and another 31% has a parent who has graduated
from high school.
An increasing number of the students who decide to ‘go
maritime’ are making this choice in the light of good knowledge about Greek shipping. The percentage of those who
are “well informed” has risen from 27.1% in 2009 to 34.0%
in 2010, and to the even higher 42.8% in 2011.
The ﬁndings, however, regarding the major sources of information suggest that the motives of these students are
structured, and knowledge about shipping is gained without
the shipping industry and professionals being a major push
factor towards this direction. Four of the nine diﬀerent channels of information listed in the questionnaire were used by
more than 60% of the MMAs. The web assists personal research, whereas friends and family input are key sources of
information about MMAs and their prospects. The input of
MMA graduates and the industry is a source of information
for fewer students, with the role of professionals declining
recently (from 50.4% to 45.1%), perhaps due to the preoccupation with the need to address the global (and national)
crisis eﬀects. The media and educational events are even
less important and show a rather declining inﬂuence. As answers to this question are given on a scale of 1-6 (1=

Strongly agree; 6=Strongly disagree), they conﬁrm the
above-mentioned trends.
Asking about the issues students considered in deciding to
attend and complete studies at an MMA, a major trend shiﬅ
is present. The maritime world is thought to be a safe
‘refuge’ in a job market going through turbulent times. In
the beginning of the crisis only 37.4% of the students stated
the fact that they don’t have any other choices as a main
reason for opting for maritime studies (mean answer in the
1 (strongly agree) to 6 (strongly disagree) scale: 2.37). This
percentage has doubled because of the crisis, and 78.8% of
the students in 2011 stated that this is an important consideration for them (mean: 4.01). The traditional interest in
job prospects (mean lowered from 1.51 to 1.10), the importance of the country’s the maritime tradition (2.33 to 1.96),
and the interest in the programme’s courses remain key issues in students’ decisions as well. The trend in the latter is
slightly declining (from 2.37 to 2.41). The decline is even
more evident as regards the role of the quality of education
oﬀered. In conditions of crisis, the reputation of the MMA,
its teachers, facilities or even location decline in importance.
Another major shiﬅ was discovered by the analysis of the
replies regarding the preferable careers aﬅer graduation.
As Table 8 portrays, the always-popular option of becoming
an oﬃcer onboard an ocean going vessel remains a unanimous positive option for MMA enrolled students (with mean
answers lowering to 1.54). The trend, however, signiﬁcantly
declines when shipping and/or maritime related posts,

Table 4 - Income distribution of families (€)
2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

<12.000€

39.5

34.0

38.6

12.001-20.000€

36.2

29.7

34.1

20.001-45.000€

19.9

27.8

22.3

45.001-75.000€

3.1

5.5

6.1

>75.001€

1.3

2.9

1.4

Table 5 - Income of Parents vs. Family experience in Shipping (%)
2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

TOTAL

<12.000€

15.6

23.3

12.7

16.7

12.001-20.000€

18.4

16.7

15.7

17.0

20.001-45.000€

27.7

24.4

22.3

24.9

45.001-75.000€

20.02

42.2

30.2

34.4

75.001€

56.5

28.6

58.8

47.5

Total

20.3

22.6

17.7

20.2
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whether onboard or ashore, are related with the local
economy. Short-sea shipping, sea-tourism, shipbuilding etc.
are a smaller part of the job preferences of MMA students.
This decline in preference is even bigger in the case of jobs
associated with the national public sector, a fact conﬁrmed
by the mean answers reported. Given the substantial pay
cuts in the public sector - exceeding 30% on the previously
earned salaries – tenured coastguard and public administration posts, previously considered ‘safe harbours’, turn out
to be the least attractive options of all. Another major ﬁnding since the ﬁrst year of the survey remains however:
Students of MMAs have opted to enrol in a maritime related
programme, and want to stay in the maritime world; any
kind of non-maritime related job was the dream job of only
a few students, and following the economic crisis this attractiveness declined remarkably.

Conclusions
The ongoing ﬁnancial and economic crisis that the Greek
economy has been experiencing since 2008 is leading to a
gradual change in the social and economic features of students enrolling in courses leading to degrees in maritime
and marine specialisations. As one might expect in any period of national economic crisis, young Greeks are choosing
a somewhat safer and more stable career prospect when
making educational decisions, with the maritime world offering such potential. However, the crisis, in certain respects
has had a diﬀerent impact on the student population that
decides to enrol at a vocational-style MMA which leads
mainly to work onboard a vessel, than on those students
who enrol in a higher education institution offering a
maritime related programme which will most probably lead
to a maritime related job ashore.

Table 6 - Information channels (MMA students, %)
2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

Personal research (other than internet)

72.5

73.4

72.4

Friends

69.3

67.1

78.2

Internet

68.9

67.8

66.4

Family member

62.8

59.2

62.3

MMA graduate

56.2

51.3

57.0

Professionals from the maritime industry

50.4

46.5

45.1

Teachers at high-school

46.8

42.0

43.6

Media

36.6

39.2

34.7

Educational event

29.9

29.6

27.0

Other source of information

35.8

40.1

28.3

Primary
Sources

Secondary
Sources

Trend

Table 7 - Issues considered in order to complete your studies at the MMA (%)
2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

Higher chance to get a job
in the maritime industry aﬅer graduation

96.8

98.5

92.3

Associate with my country's maritime tradition

86.7

83.1

90.5

Interest in the courses of the programme

58.5

87.0

85.6

Enhance my knowledge about the maritime industry

94.1

94.8

85.1

High reputation of the programme/
department in the maritime industry

91.8

94.3

84.7

I have no other choice

37.4

37.5

78.8

High quality of teaching staﬀ

81.9

78.6

75.2

High reputation of the programme/
department among my friends/ department's graduates

86.0

81.1

73.1

High quality of supporting facilities of the institution

71.1

63.4

64.6

Location of the MMA

74.0

69.7

63.6
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It is evident that a student’s decision is based on reactions
that indicate both clear cut economic rationality and wider
structural choices that are a result of external forces beyond
the individual’s control. Τhe Greek shipping industry is of importance when selecting a maritime related education, yet
again aspects such as family and peer inﬂuence, as well as

family income and traditions, still play a signiﬁcant role.
Both near future ﬁnancial considerations and a student’s
family or social maritime tradition, as well as parents’ opinion and the high reputation of a MMA among one’s friends,
have signiﬁcant importance in a ﬁnal conclusion regarding
trends in maritime or marine education.

Table 8 - Preferable career paths of MMA students (%)
2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

Ocean-going shipping oﬃcer

93.1

91.7

94.5

Shipping company

81.0

77.0

68.2

Cruise shipping oﬃcer

82.0

69.0

66.3

Short-sea shipping oﬃcer

70.7

51.0

46.0

Coast guard oﬃcer

72.0

57.0

47.0

Shipbuilding industry

69.5

54.3

45.0

Sea tourism industry

63.6

47.2

43.3

Public administrator sector

68.8

39.9

27.9

Do not know yet

41.6

29.4

24.7

Other sector, not maritime related

35.3

19.2

18.8

Trend
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The editorial team of Naﬅika Chronika asks:
Today we are experiencing the tendency of a large number of young Greeks to
return to the sea and become mariners. What strategic actions should the
Government as well as the shipping community support in order to ensure that
this tendency will not have fruitless and short - lived results?

The developments concerning our youth were
shocking
By George Vlachos, President Masters and Mates Union of Greek Merchant Marime

Unfortunately, the confusion prevailing nowadays in our
country, beneﬁts those who create and maintain it in a society battling in vain against the oppression, misery and
poverty arising from the memoranda. The methods, techniques and persuasiveness they use to cultivate confusion
are their main weapons in trying to convince the Greek people that their society, considered charismatic and wise up
until recently, is in reality at least disadvantaged, thus leading Greek people to even desperate actions.
New customs, new attitudes and alchemical formulas overwhelm the Greek people every day, especially the young who
are seeking solutions in various professional directions; professional directions such as the marine profession, which
might allow them to overcome the ﬁnancial dead ends that
have been created by the legislative decrees of the Memoranda.
Many fronts have been opened with various professional
classes. The boundaries of prudence, decency and docility
have been overstepped, forcing young people to leave our
country out of necessity in order to seek economic solutions
abroad or in the marine ﬁeld. The marine profession can indeed oﬀer solutions, provided the State realizes that what

is needed is proper planning rather than adopting multi-bills
which are literally plundering seafaring - the only productive
sector leﬅ in the economy.
There are indeed a large number of young people turning
towards the sea, the same young people that before 2010
had a diﬀerent profession that could provide solutions to
their everyday ﬁnancial problems.
The layoﬀs, taxes and soaring cost of living are the main reasons that have forced young people to follow the seafaring
profession in their eﬀort to ﬁnd a way out of their ﬁnancial
hardships - ﬁnancial hardships created mostly by the governments of the last years.
The developments concerning our youth have been shocking; by the time they realized exactly what was happening,
all those acquired privileges were collapsing one by one. The
pressure was suﬀocating, young people felt exhausted and
frustrated by the continuous developments in “criminal behavior” and the shameless and unacceptable memoranda.
Acquired privileges, amongst other things, have become
weapons of destruction with the main purpose of subjugating, ﬂattening and decreasing the contribution of the professional classes and the visions of young people wishing to
follow various professional orientations. Therefore we can
say, as I stated in the beginning, that every Greek was looking, out of necessity, for solutions that would allow him to
earn a living. Solutions that the marine profession can provide, as long as the basic conditions exist for all those who
wish to follow the marine profession.
A basic condition for all those who wish to follow the marine
profession, be it by choice or out of necessity, is to love, care
and respect this profession. It takes commitment, respect,
patience and knowledge to work at sea. Times have changed
and so have attitudes, so the State must ﬁnd a way to reﬁll
the gaps with powerful incentives.
Maritime education and training should be designed from
scratch to be able to provide the maritime industry with the
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necessary numbers and quality of specialized manpower on
one hand, and on the other hand to establish the social
recognition of seafarers, but also create the conditions that
will enable them to dynamically enter the employment market in order to acquire a position commensurate with their
(typical and basic) qualiﬁcations.
However, the philosophy behind the maritime profession
(and what all those wishing to follow it should know) is subjective. "But there are always special motives for which each
seafarer decides to follow the marine profession. We must
do what we do because we really want to. Otherwise we
shouldn’t be in this line of work….”
As a matter of fact, I would like to mention all those old ship
owners who brought our merchant marine to the top of
world rankings.
They were all great men who loved the sea and did what
they did because they really loved it.
All these people were sailors/masters who later became
ship owners. Aﬅer the war, they became masters of the
seas. Those were the times when young people were needed

to go out to sea (because they loved what they would be
doing) and of course they didn’t do it for ﬁnancial reasons
alone.
During this period, the ship owner was a sailor too (mostly
captain) and his life was spent onboard the ship. Many times,
even his children would grow up on the ship until they had
to go to school. The profession was purer because our predecessors performed it out of love. They really wanted to
do it because they were starting their lives and their families
this way. They loved their profession.
And this I state for all those who have decided to return to
the sea and those who have decided to follow a seafaring
career for ﬁnancial reasons only; they must all be distinguished by absolute professionalism.
They must know how to do their job properly, be responsible
people and execute all the laws and decisions of the State.
They must have maritime education and above all, they
must respect themselves. In these tough and extremely
competitive times, it is imperative that we have proper education as the needs of the profession require

The Shipowners’ role is to create an environment
within which young and ambitious seafarers can
ﬂourish
By Dimitris E. Patrikios, General Manager, Springﬁeld Shipping Co. Panama S.A.

The young generation has re-turned to the Shipping profession simply because there are no alternative options ashore.
The advantage of immediate employment with decent returns attracts the attention of an increasing number of
youngsters.
We must underline that in our days Shipping needs qualiﬁed
professionals.
The ideal seafarer of the future should have knowledge, experience and ambition for personal development and, last
but not least, love for the sea.
Government’s role is to provide young students with the
basic knowledge to start their professional life adventure.
The prerequisites are a modern curriculum, teachers willing
and able to pass on basic knowledge and ﬁnally an infrastructure equipped with the modern technology that will enable students to gain the necessary initial practical
experience.
The Shipowners’ role is to create an environment within
which young and ambitious seafarers can ﬂourish. Education and Training should be of the highest priority and not
considered as part of the running expenses, but as an in-

vestment in a holistic approach of a company’s continuous
improvement.
As a conclusion, we must remind prospective seafarers that
loyalty is a virtue which most of the time pays oﬀ in the end.
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It is the Government’s duty to provide
the seafarers with the appropriate academic
training and Certiﬁcation
By Nikolaos Makris, Chief Operating Oﬃcer, Eletson Corporation

In any industry, the people are vital to the success of an
operation. In the maritime context, the seafarers, who are
involved in the operation of ships, do not just need the professional knowledge, training and skills to be able to do the
job, but also, they must possess a number of key attributes,
such as attitude, integrity, transparency, motivation and
dedication to excellence.
It is the Government’s duty to provide the seafarers with the
appropriate academic training and Certiﬁcation, to the standards required by today’s demanding shipping industry.
It is the Ship-owners / Operators’ duty to properly train the seafarers to the required standards, throughout their career at sea.
It should be the combined eﬀort of both Government oﬃcials
and shipowner/operator to attract young people to a career at
sea, a challenge that is growing more important than ever.
It is widely known that shipping and tourism activities remain the two strong pillars of the Greek economy.
The paradox is that up to recent years young people avoided
selecting and following a career at sea, even though the advantages and beneﬁts compared to careers elsewhere were
obvious. Further on, a substantial number of students, upon
completing the Maritime Academies, were seeking employment onshore and not at sea.
Today we are experiencing a reverse process, the tendency of
a large number of youngsters to return to sea. Obviously, due
to the current economic crisis and the unemployment numbers,
the shipping sector oﬀers long-term career opportunities.
During the Academic year 2012-2013 a substantial number of
students had selected the Merchant Marine Academies as a ﬁrst
choice, from a number of other reputable selections available.
This is a promising development which, aﬅer all, will raise the
quality standards for those who decided to follow a career at sea.
While the Shipping Community welcomes this positive development, it is unfortunately due to the current high unemployment rate and poor salaries in other sectors of our
Economy, rather than to any eﬀorts made by the Government who, in my opinion, remain mere observers in the crucial sector of the shipping industry.
From the shipowners/operators side, substantial investment has been made, and continues to be made today, in
building new, modern, technologically advanced vessels, as
well as investing in new types of vessels (Gas Carriers). At
the same time, they train and cultivate Marine Academy stu-

dents, from cadets all the way up the hierarchy until they
become Masters and Chief Engineers. Some will come
ashore to Head Oﬃce key positions.
From the Government we will welcome the following:
• Improving, upgrading and maintaining the building facilities
which accommodate the Academies and the training centers.
• Supplying Academies with modern equipment, navigational aids, simulators and IT technology.
• Improving teaching personnel in terms of numbers and
quality with up-to-date knowledge in line with the recent
shipping developments.
• Upgrading KESEN as stated above and providing, in addition, the necessary specialized personnel to teach key
courses (for example, Gas Carriers courses are frequently
postponed due to personnel shortages. This results in
many Greek Oﬃcers not being certiﬁed and in foreigners
being employed instead).
• Advertising career at sea along the same lines it does with
the tourism sector.
• Eliminating bureaucracy.
If the Government and Shipping Community eﬀorts coincide
in the direction of improvement and development, that is,
from Government Oﬃcials’ side quality of education, and
training and investment on modern vessels from the shipowners/operators’ side, then it is certain that our youngsters will be attracted to sea, will become competitive by
oﬀering quality services, thus securing a future for themselves and in turn bringing substantial beneﬁts to the Shipping
Community and the Country’s economy.
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The shipping community speaks to
the new generation
The third in a series of open discussions with graduates and alumni
of Maritime Universities in Greece

As part of the event "Going Maritime", "Naﬅika
Chronika", under the auspices of the "Aikaterini
Laskaridis" Foundation and the kind sponsorship of
Ernst & Young, graduates and alumni of the Department of Maritime Studies of the University of
Pireaus held a discussion with:
• Charalambos Simantonis, President Short-Distance
Shipowners’ Association, Managing Director Silver
Maritime Inc.
• George Sarris, Chairman Enterprises Shipping & Trading
Restis Group
• Yannis Criticos, Chief Financial Oﬃcer Attica Group
• Yannis Syrigos, Chief Financial Oﬃcer Iolcos Hellenic
Maritime Enterprises Co. Ltd
• Dimitris Kokkinis, HSQE Manager Aegean Bunkering
• Yannis Pierros, Partner - Ernst and Young Greek Shipping
Group Coordinator

The director of "Naftika Chronika" and moderator of the
discussion, Ilias Bissias, in his address stated:
At the numerous events we have held as Naﬅika Chronika,
and during our regular contact with the younger generation,
both on the Internet and the social networking sites, we have
come to understand that you are all interested in finding
out what the maritime profession is all about; not only in
theory, but in practice. What will you come up against tomorrow, when you ﬁnish your studies? What does the market
expect from you?
This initiative of the Hellenic Association of Maritime Economists in collaboration with Naﬅika Chronika and the universities, i.e. the Athens University of Economics, the
University of Piraeus, the University of the Aegean, as
well as the Merchant Marine Academies, has this single
purpose.
To look at what really happens in practice and what the top
players in shipping expect from those of you who graduate.

From right to left: Charalambos Simantonis, George Sarris, Yannis Criticos, Yannis Syrigos, Dimitris Kokkinis, Yannis Pierros
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The President of the " Aikaterini Laskaridis" Foundation,
Mr Panos Laskaridis said in his speech:
My young friends, you are very lucky, although you have not
fully realized this yet. Why are you very lucky? Because not
only have you chosen to do something that is very important for Greece, but something that also stands out for
another reason. You have chosen the ﬁeld in which we are
the best in the world.
So just say inside you, each to himself, "I am the best in the
world." Is there any other industry, any other activity, anything
else in Greece this can be said about? Of course not; it is by
far the most important activity; it places us among the best
in the world.
We have the largest shipping in terms of tonnage, with
about 15% of world tonnage; we have about 41% of
European shipping and about 20% of world capacity in the
two key areas for bulk and liquid cargoes. Our shipping sector,
aﬅer the recession years which have elapsed, contributes
today about 8% of the GDP of the Greek economy.
So we should all be very proud of the contribution of our
shipping industry to our economy and country. And of the
fact that the people in shipping are a large family which
directly or indirectly employs some 250,000 Greeks.
And beyond the familiar and mundane regarding what
shipping oﬀers to Greece in economic and social terms, we
must also consider that the main contribution of shipping
to Greece is intangible and cannot be measured in euros.
And what is this contribution? The simple fact that it can
make us all realize that there is no reason why Greeks cannot
occupy a similar position in other areas of economic, social
or cultural activity.
There is nothing magical about this. There is only hard, even
ruthless, international competition. There is relentless work,
exhausting work, seriousness, discipline, all those essential
elements which we ﬁnd hard to attain while we are among
Greeks, but which, when we leave our country and compete
across the length and breadth of the planet, we are obliged
to achieve, and do achieve, the way I have just described.
So, all we need to do when we are alone, here, in our Greek
misery, is to snap out of this misery and conquer the leading
position in many other areas.
How will we manage to do this though? Grown-ups like me
love to give you plenty of advice. And I imagine you have had
your ﬁll of this... Personally, I have one recommendation to
make to you. Do not listen to the advice of people like me,
or of people my age. Do what you want to do and what you
think is right. We are in this mess today because of people
of my age, my attitude, and my way of thinking. So, in order
not to continue this mess, whatever you hear from us, do
exactly the opposite!
Seeing that you have given me the pleasure of saying a few
words, I would like to end by talking a little about our

"Going Maritime":
Young Greeks at Maritime/Marine
Education
"Going Maritime" is a research that started its journey in 2009 with the aim of creating a comprehensive
record of the proﬁle, incentives and professional orientation of young people who live in Greece and
choose to attend educational institutions that oﬀer
marine and maritime studies. Today, for the fourth
consecutive year we continue the annual data collection.
With the response and universal participation (approximately 90% of the total) maritime high schools students, Merchant Marine Academies (MMA) students,
and students in specialized maritime undergraduate
and graduate university /polytechnic programmes in
our country, for the ﬁrst time the shipping community
knows the trend being formed towards sipping among
young people and has data to identify the policies
needed to attract the young.
With our "Brieﬁng Meetings about the Maritime Profession" we are broadening the scope of our action.
Young people are given the opportunity to meet the
people who create, manage and staﬀ Greek-owned
shipping; to openly discuss with them the allure, the
challenges and the opportunities generated by the
prospect of being employed in
shipping on land and at sea.
We aspire to help young people to get even better acquainted with the magical
world of shipping, realizing
that in times of economic and
social crisis, their concerns
about their employment
prospects coexist with an economic activity that is on a
growth trajectory and provides important and exciting
career opportunities. So those worthy can become its
future.
By manning the ship and the oﬃce with realistic expectations, to continue our nautical and maritime tradition in the seas of the world.
Guided always by respect towards our country’s maritime tradition and a desire for a constructive dialogue
with the new generation regarding the sea, we aim at
maintaining the interest of young people for the seafaring profession and the continuation of the internationally recognized and admired par excellence Greek
shipping paradigm.
Thanos Pallis, Ilias Bissias
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I strongly believe that
the secret of every successful
organization is its human
capital. You must choose the
right people and you must
also create the right
environment for them to
grow, providing the
appropriate culture.

Foundation. Some of you might have heard a few things;
you can easily find out more about us and the scope of our
activities from the Foundation's website. Many of our activities
have to do with the sea and shipping. For academic citizens
like you, I would like to mention that we have a pretty good
maritime library, which we constantly try to enrich further.
We have one of the largest libraries worldwide on Maritime
Law, which includes a collection of about 2,500 titles dating
from 1480, the beginning of printing, to 1800, which you
can see in the adjacent room, a small part of it of course.
And recently we have also begun a major effort to put
together a large, a very large, what we would call a 'historic
library of Greek literature', consisting of several individual
libraries given and donated to us by very important and
great people of the letters and arts, who created big and
valuable libraries during their lifetime.
As a result, there is no space even for a notebook in this
building or our first building, never mind books and libraries.
So we have had to get a third building about 100 meters
from here in Kountouriotou street, where our lending library
and a part of our libraries will be transferred in order to
alleviate this and the other building.
And now I think it is time for what we have all been waiting
for. I invite to the panel our six distinguished speakers, who
will elaborate on their thoughts and answer your questions.
C. SIMANTONIS:
Twenty (20) years ago when I entered shipping I believed
that because I was young I still had a lot to learn about this
business.
Today twenty (20) years later I still believe that I need to
learn something more despite the fact that throughout all
this long period every day I learned something.
Undoubtedly this is an industry that every day you learn
something and someone else know something that needs

to share with you.
Today I have the honor of being the President of a Union
established a long time ago, in 1940. Names like Mr.
Laskaridis’s and many others have passed through this Union.
Short-sea, therefore, does not exactly mean short distance
as we mean it. Short sea is legislated by the European
Union; it is European trade; which means that it starts from
the North Sea, the Baltic Sea, the Continent, the Mediterranean,
the Black Sea, and includes the ports of the North African
countries. So when we say short sea, we do not mean short
distance. We mean the distances I have just mentioned.
I would also like to say that short sea has two basic components.
First, there is no ocean crossing, which is obvious from what
we’ve said before. And the second is that it tries to combine
the best and “greenest” modes of transport, in line with
what has been legislated; i.e. you might have to use or
combine other means of transport, not only ships, but also
trains or trucks within the countries in order to find the right
combination and deliver the product in the most environmentally
friendly way. This is more or less what the European Union
means by short sea.
Hence we have programs such as Super Green - we’ll have the
results concerning this program from the National Technical University within 2013 – which also relate to this, i.e. the fact that
we are trying to find ways - that short sea is trying to find ways
to carry products in the most environmentally friendly way.
This is the transformation of the Mediterranean Cargo Vessels
Shipowners’ Union to a Short Sea Union of which I have the
great honor to be President.
G. SARRIS:
I am certain that many of you are wondering right now if
the choice you have made is the right one for you. This is
only normal. When I was your age I wanted to become a
doctor and look where I have ended up now.
As you understand, there’s absolutely no connection between
the two. My late father was the person who guided me and
directed me towards shipping. He was an engineer, he

Mr. P. Laskaridis
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served for many years in shipping and due to his association
with the ﬁeld he felt that shipping was the right profession
for me. Come to think of it, the result proved him right.
Today, having experienced myself the thrill & excitement of
shipping, if you asked me the question “would you change
your decision and prefer to do something else for a living”?
I would most deﬁnitely say “No”.
I studied mechanical/marine engineering in England and
aﬅer completing my studies I returned to Greece and
started working almost immediately. My ﬁrst job was with
Aegis Shipping, the owner of which was the late Capt.
Nikolaos Papalios. The company was a giant in the ﬁeld, it
had more than 70 vessels and it became a great “schooling”
experience for me as well as for many others who worked
there.
I served Aegis for almost 10 years, both in its Athens
headquarters and its oﬃces in Japan. Later on, I moved to
Enterprises Shipping & Trading S.A. where I still am until this
very day. The word “serve” is used deliberately, because if
you want to succeed in anything you do you must put your
whole heart & soul into it, it’s not just work. You need to
commit, to give a piece of yourself, we are talking about
complete“dedication” not just conventional work.
We all set out on our "journey" with dreams, hopes & aspirations. When we are young we can get carried away by these
dreams and unfortunately reality hits us at some point and
we understand that life is a lot diﬀerent. Our high expectations
are not fulﬁlled most of the time and we are leﬅ with the
ambition which is something positive provided that it exists
at the right dosage as it can help us become better and
stand out in the crowd.
That was also my state of mind when I ﬁrst started working
in Aegis where I was fortunate to have worked with distinguished
colleagues who became my teachers. I used to stay after
oﬃce hours, going from department to department, gathering
information, learning about shipping in general and not just
in the technical sense of it. The more I got involved the more
excited I became.
This experience was of great beneﬁt and it proved very valuable
in my next employment at Enterprises Shipping. EST’s
founder & my Mentor was the late Macias Restis; a unique,
very complex and diﬃcult personality at ﬁrst glance.
I am a person that doesn’t like losing. The word “lose” cannot
be found in my life’s vocabulary. When I moved to EST I was
determined to succeed. I put my best eﬀorts in place, I
worked hard, I found many obstacles on the way but I
insisted and kept on trying. There were times when I
thought that I had made the wrong decision as nothing
seemed to impress my Mentor to be.
However, my perseverance and my hard work paid oﬀ when
he ﬁnally noticed me. From that moment on my life changed
completely. Coming from a very large company like Aegis

to a much smaller one like EST I had the luxury together
with my colleagues to build up a modern company placing
a healthy foundation for what was to come.
Enterprises was then managing 4 vessels. Now Enterprises
Shipping & Trading operates & controls about 111 vessels and
has 16 oﬃces worldwide and I am very proud to be part of it.
As I mentioned before we had the luxury to choose the right
people. I strongly believe that the secret of every successful
organization is its human capital. You must choose the right
people and you must also create the right environment for
them to grow, providing the appropriate culture.
We, at EST, stand out because my colleagues and I share the
same determination, we aim for the top. We have made
quality, ethics & innovation a way of life. We have adopted
brand new ideas & methods into our systems and we are
now enjoying the results of our continuous efforts and
innovations which we have introduced and implemented in
our sector.
Y. CRITICOS:
I got acquainted with shipping through my studies in the UK,
where I went to study ﬁnance; it was there, during my post
graduate degree, that shipping entered my life; I began to
learn the basics and when I returned to Greece, I worked for
three years in a ship ﬁnancing company, and then started
working for Attica Group in June 1994, aﬅer having earlier
that year knocked on the door of the company owners on
my own initiative to express my desire to participate in the
company that had just announced ordering the - groundbreaking
at that time - construction of two large and fast passenger
vessels, specially designed for the Greece-Italy line.
At that time, the fastest ship operating on the Patras – Ancona,
northern Italy route took 28 hours, while all the other ships
took about 36 hours, two nights and a full day.
The connection was therefore completely ineﬀective for freight,
and I would say primitive for the transportation of passengers.
A large window for a unique investment opportunity opened
which coupled with the geopolitical developments of that
period - and I am referring to the splitting of former
Yugoslavia – captured our interest. Our ships were named
Superfast, to reﬂect the size and speed oﬀered on the Adriatic
routes. Their name was just the beginning of the creation
of a new brand in the ﬁeld of European passenger shipping.
A few years later we acquired a competitor, Stintzis Lines
which we kept as a separate but renamed brand: Blue Star
Ferries. With Blue Star we followed the same development
model based on the high quality of material, i.e. ships, product
recognition, consistency in the services we provide and
constant improvement.
To achieve all this, we relied on the collective eﬀort of our
people in the oﬃce and the ships, all the people who put
their best eﬀorts to share the vision of creating a pan-European
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from alternative sources to traditional commercial debt.
Key to success will always remain a strong and coordinated
team of prudent managers surrounded by competent and
dedicated people.

company of modern car-passenger ferries.
In the next years, we extended our services with ferry links
between Germany-Finland, Germany-Sweden and United
Kingdom-Belgium where we competed with well known and
established players in the European ferry scene. This was
the time when the company received most of the awards
from independent bodies. We learned a lot from our ventures
and oﬀered even more to these markets.
As I said at the beginning, I participated in a listed company
from its inception, a public company as translated from the
English terminology. Over the years I was able to gain the
experience and knowledge necessary for the prudent
management and rational development of the company;
the eﬃcient utilization of the company’s very expensive assets,
i.e. ships, the fair and meritocratic treatment of its human
resources; the obligations to shareholders, the obligation
of keeping investors and lenders well informed, and the
company’s contribution to society, as well as the necessary
experience to deal with business challenges, mostly involving
competitors and growth.
Besides our daily activities, addressing external issues is a
big part of our job. This means managing exogenous conditions
which aﬀect the conditions of our work, our decisions, our
investments, and our progress in general. Such events in
our line of work include unrest, hostilities, strikes, building
of new road networks across Europe, traﬃc ﬂows, people’s
traveling habits, tourism trends, new ship technologies, and
of course weather conditions, accidents, safety, navigation
regulations and much more.
My prediction for the years to come is that we will be led towards
larger structures of companies, managed by people capable of
knowing what their costs are, how to deal with them and succeeding by apportioning these costs to a bigger number of ships.
The companies to survive will be those that will be able to
adapt to the new conditions, and will be able to raise funds

D. KOKKINIS:
I am a Captain of the Merchant Navy. I started my career in
the Merchant Navy public school, 30 years ago. So I know
shipping from inside the ship. As a cadet, second oﬃcer,
chief oﬃcer, I have about 12-13 captaincies in my seaman’s
book; as Port Captain for about one and a half years, and
for the last nine years, I have had the same role essentially,
that of Designated Person Ashore and Health Safety Quality
and Environmental Manager in a traditional shipping company.
For the past year I've been with Aegean Bunkering, a company
which is not a shipping company in the classical sense; it is
one of the few physical fuel suppliers worldwide, so we are
those who at this stage take care, supply fuel to moving ships.
You're lucky to be in this ﬁeld, whether it happened by
chance or through eﬀort. If it was chance, you need passion
in order to succeed. This is the recipe; there are no other
magic recipes. It is a struggle, a tough, terribly competitive field, extremely progressive, it is perhaps the most dynamic industry that exists and I think it is the industry that
makes a big diﬀerence compared to all others.
Y. SYRIGOS:
I have been working with the Iolcos Group for the last 14
years. It is a company that represents the vast majority of
the industry we call Greek shipping, in the sense that most
companies you will come across in this ﬁeld are like ours.
Family ﬁrms, private, i.e. not listed on the stock exchange,
dynamic, with a manageable ﬂeet of ﬁve to twenty-ﬁve ships
- aﬅer that the size gets out of hand.
And these companies form the backbone of Greek shipping;
that’s where shipping began, from such companies, from
the owner who started with a few ships and then grew to become a shipping giant.
Our company, founded in 1980, entered the ﬁeld of new
buildings in 2003 and invested more or less $ 700 million
over the space of six years, building 18 Panamax type dry
cargo ships. In this company, I happen to be in charge of the
ﬁnancial department,.
I started as soon as I ﬁnished my studies i.e. my undergraduate
degree. I decided not to do a master’s immediately, but to
work for a year, to get ﬁrsthand knowledge on what shipping
is all about, what a company is, what departments exist
within the company, what specializations are available.
So I worked for a year in a company which at that time
worked with tankers, and I was given the opportunity to
travel onboard various ships
I then ﬁnished my master’s degree in London and immediately
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got a job with Iolcos; in the operations department, initially, but
later I spotted a gap in the company - in the sense that the
company lacked a department which would deal not with
accounting, but with the financial side – with financing,
budgeting, the financial aspect of new markets and new
investments, the analysis of the economy in general,
markets, relationships with banks, with all these things. And
so, after much effort, the finance department of our
company was established, and this is where I have been for
the last eight years.
There are two points I would like to emphasize. Find out
what you want to do, what you like. Have what you really
want to do as your yardstick. Shipping oﬀers many ﬁelds.
Don’t use what is more proﬁtable or what might be easier
as your yardstick.
And second, get to know the ship, which means, get to sail.
To put it another way, not having sailed is like selling cars
and never having seen the inside of one.
Y. PIERROS:
I am a graduate of your University, of the Department of Business
Administration. I am glad to be here as a representative of Ernst
& Young, who is the sponsor of this conference, as well as other
conferences we host together with Naﬅika Chronika.
Since 2009, I am Partner with Ernst & Young, in the Europe,
Middle East, India and Africa area, the EMEIA Area; as the well
known multinationals use to divide the world into four or ﬁve
large areas. I am based in Greece, I coordinate the activities of
our practice shipping in Athens, and as a partner and member
of Ernst & Young I am glad to have participated in the success
of our shipping clients
We at Ernst & Young employ approximately 650 employees,
mostly ﬁnancial executives who advise our clients from every
sector on tax, audit, and legal matters, as well as providing other
consulting services. I am, as I said, a consultant in a multinational company - therefore I'll be glad to answer your questions,
the easy ones; I will leave the diﬃcult ones for the other
gentlemen here. Let’s keep our spirit high.
I'm in the fourth year at the University of Piraeus. I
would like to voice the following dilemma: Should I
attend a Merchant Marine Academy or a School of Maritime Studies? That is, why should I become a maritime
economist and not become a captain?
D. KOKKINIS:
The easiest answer that comes to mind is that you will study
what your mother accepts more easily.
From there on, whichever you decide to follow will be hard
work. There is no easy and diﬃcult path. If you attend a
MMA, it means having to go through the years of service
needed to get the proper experience to reach a certain level,

which you will have to supplement with seminars throughout
those years. On the other hand, by attending university you
will acquire very good knowledge provided to you by a
multitude of good teachers.
G. SARRIS:
I suppose that the only one who can answer this question is
you. You have to look inside yourself. You have to discover
what it is that you really love. Because at the end of the day,
the only thing that matters and the only thing that will make
the diﬀerence and will lead you to success is you; loving
what you are doing. If you like to be at sea, then by all means
turn to sea and grow through this experience. If on the other
hand you prefer the financial aspect of shipping, then
economics is the right choice for you. The secret of success
is to love your profession and work hard. No matter what
you choose to do.
I am a second year student at the University of Piraeus.
Where does a young person who wants to advance begin
so that he too can contribute to the development of a
company or the industry in general?
Y. CRITICOS:
I'll make an analogy. The analogy is that oceangoing ships are
the taxis of the sea, which means the cargo goes where the customer wants it to go. In the case of passenger ships or ferries,
we are the buses of the sea, meaning the ship goes from A to
B and whoever gets on, goes to the ship’s destination.
What I am trying to say is that while prices for ocean shipping
are set by a global market, in passenger shipping you are
able to adjust prices to a certain extent, depending on what
you want to charge, or what you believe you can charge.
There may be a premium or a discount on the price you
charge. This allows you to innovate. By innovating, you hope
to get a better result.
So there are ideas there; brands, as I mentioned before,
count; it counts to make your product an easy seller.
Shipping, however, is not only about where the ship goes to.
There is also wider shipping. I mean, a ship is a ship, whether
it is an oceangoing, a passenger, or a cruise ship. On a ship
one can acquire knowledge that is useful in any aspect of
shipping one might wish to follow.
D. KOKKINIS:
We choose what we want to do ﬁrst, we decide what we like,
and then we have to ﬁnd a way to get to know this ﬁeld very
closely. You need to ﬁnd a good company that will take care
of your development. Because this is what is remarkable in
shipping; shipping companies pay for the development of
their people, which is something that does not happen easily
in other types of businesses.
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Y. SYRIGOS:
No company, from the smallest to the biggest, or the most
organized, works perfectly. There are always gaps. There
are always parts that need improvement.
Here enters the newcomer’s contribution to the company.
The newcomer with a fresh eye, a fresh mind, can identify
shortcomings and make suggestions. From my own experience
I can tell you, do not be ashamed to suggest, do not be
ashamed to ask, and do not be ashamed to be "pushy."
Would you like to attend a seminar? Enquire, ask for it,
demand it. Look into it yourselves. Within every company
there is room to maneuver and do things.
Y. PIERROS:
It may be a matter of innovation, of willingness to ﬁll the
gaps, or even of being alert in order to locate the direction
in which you should move, at each point in time
Innovation is certainly a tool which assists rapid advancement, but it doesn’t last. The qualities I would have in mind
for someone who is just starting are willingness and appetite for work, for starters. And need - albeit undesirable or the incentive to go ahead and endure the pain this eﬀort
entails.
One can study the subject of shipping until he/she reaches
the retirement age, and get to know the subject well theoretically. The issue is whether he can practice it.
I am a freshman at the Maritime Department of the
University of Piraeus.
You urge us to go to sea. I would like to ask what we
would gain from that in relation to someone who has
never set foot on a ship.
Y. SYRIGOS:
First of all you get to know the people, to know what they
go through, the diﬃculties of each port. It’s diﬀerent if a ship
goes to America, where everything is done properly, and
different if it goes to Africa or Latin America, where the
Coast Guard will come onboard and say, "My Captain, give
me this, give me that, otherwise I will create problems for you."
You get to know the diﬃculties of loading and unloading
cargo, what it means to change a piston in a six Beaufort
gale; things you have to deal with on a daily basis in your
company. For example, we had an engine problem two
weeks ago. What does this mean? It is something that of
course has an impact on my department, the financial
department, where I have to budget that this ship will come
to a standstill for a time, the revenue loss this represents
for the company, how much it will cost to repair it. So you
say, what does this particular damage mean? Is it a simple
job, or is it much more? It could be a job that requires two
months in a shipyard, terribly tedious. And then it’s the im-

pact this has on the value of the ship. Can it injure the vessel
for life? Can it lower its resale value?
So you have to know the problem.
G. SARRIS:
The ship is a very special small community, a portrait of
society in a smaller scale.
We are talking about a group of people who co-exist under
very diﬃcult conditions. They face uncertainty and various
problems on an ongoing basis and you have to manage
these people from afar i.e. from the office, taking into
consideration their living conditions, their state of mind, you
have to be able to read between the lines, study their messages
in order to try and understand the prevailing conditions on
board. You have to try and understand if the Master is
happy, if he is trying to convey a hidden message to you and
what actions you have to take in response.
In order to do this, you need to have some relevant experience
of living onboard. First you need to understand the mentality,
to learn the way to communicate with these people, how to
handle them, not only in writing but also on the phone.
You have to understand what is going on and how to handle
it. You have to be able to provide the reassurance he is seeking
while you are safe in your oﬃce or your home and he is out
there exposed to the elements.
You have to be able to determine how he is treated by his
oﬃcers & crew on board at that moment and to be able to
distinguish his expectations from you etc. Unless you have
lived through this yourself, there’s no way you will succeed
one hundred per cent.
Even if you disregard all the above, sailing on a ship helps
you understand how the ship operates, it helps you understand
simple problems as well as more complex ones. It will also
help you learn the parts of the ship. Mentioning “ship” and
“an engine” does not give you a sense of size. When we say
“main engine”, people have no idea of how big it is.
C. SIMANTONIS:
Someone who decides to go to sea has deﬁnitely a substantial advantage: this is for sure.
Of course we are not talking about a professional seaman who advanced and moved to an oﬃce to become a shipping executive or
even a shipowner himself.
We are talking about the people who need to know precisely what
they are talking about and to be properly familiarized with the ship
and its actual operation.
In other words to experience the process i.e. the arrival at a port,
the tendering of the notice, the opening and the closing of the
hatch covers, the working of the cranes, the loading and the discharging operation etc.
Undoubtedly we know the entire process on paper but we have
never actually seen it.
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I am a fourth year student at the-University of Piraeus.
Having grown up with such descriptions, my father being
a captain, I have some idea of what we mean when we
say "crank", "engine room" and all that. And I think I
would like to pursue a more technical field in shipping.
How feasible is it though for a woman to go to sea and
see all this up close?
D. KOKKINIS:
Of course you can. In Aegean Bunkering we have a female
Superintendent engineer who travels; she is married, has
children and is away from home more than some of the
male Superintendents.
Y. SYRIGOS:
We happen to have a young woman in the technical department
who has completed shipbuilding studies and we have sent
her to monitor a repair. Essentially, when we say go to sea,
we do not mean for long periods. You can go on short trips
in order to get an idea, because life onboard is not the easiest
thing, especially if you happen to be a woman.

Dr. Th. Pallis

I am a sophomore at the Department of Maritime Studies,
University of Piraeus, and would like to ask you whether
it is possible for a young woman to pursue a career in
the chartering field, and what qualifications one needs
to follow such a career.

Beyond that, if you want to follow a career in the ﬁeld of
chartering, you have to ask yourself, "What skills do I possess?
What background do I have?" Not in order to sell a ship or
book a charter; once you ﬁnd the buyer and the seller, or
the owner and the charterer, closing the deal is very easy.
The point is to have the experience and knowledge to deal
with the problems that might follow a charter or a purchase.
When you close a multimillion dollar agreement for a ship,
a lot can go wrong.
There, you need specialization. For example, in chartering
it helps immensely to have a legal background, i.e. you can
get a master’s, a LLM, a master’s in maritime law. Because
many of the snags that occur are legal, and while you might
never be a lawyer, you will have the basic knowledge to deal
with such things.
What also helps a lot is to have gone through operations or
worked on a ship, because that is where all the problems
occur. There they will tell you, for example, that “we went to
such and such a port and the waters were dirty and we were
unable to perform the underwater inspection, what happens
now, this can ruin the whole deal because the diver was not
able to go down and see the bottom of the ship in order for
the transaction to proceed.
So I would say choose to get involved in the operations side,
or to follow a postgraduate law course and aﬅer you have
learned about shipping, the nature of the work and the ship’s
operation, you can look into chartering. Do not make the
mistake of going straight to a chartering and broking oﬃce
to look for a job. Because you may learn the job superﬁcially,
but you won’t learn it in depth.

Y. SYRIGOS:
First, without wishing to belittle my colleagues in chartering
or ship trading, chartering is something anyone can get
involved in. Honestly, it does not require a tremendous
amount of studies and degrees. It requires primarily good
public relations, a lot of chasing, everything else can be
learned through experience.

C. SIMANTONIS:
I am of the view that you should go straight into chartering,
because this ﬁeld has everything.
In chartering have to cooperate with all parties concerned about
vessels’ movements, have to speak with the Captain, Engineer,
agents etc. Must to know what is happening at any given time
in each port, where the ship has to go, what repositions to

G. SARRIS:
My experience on this subject tells me that women who
work and remain on board usually do so when they are
together with their spouse.
Usually a woman will choose to get married, have children
& raise a family. Taking that into consideration we are
usually preoccupied & apprehensive towards this issue.
Of course, a lady could choose at the beginning of her career
to spend some time on board while she is young and without
obligations in order to experience the ship and its operation
and then pursue a career in the oﬃce. Needless to say, there
are quite a lot of very capable ladies in technical departments
nowadays and some of them placed in key positions quite
high in the hierarchy. My personal opinion therefore is that
it has nothing to do with the gender of a person and everything
to do with the individual.
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make. You must understand the pattern of the market.
Out of necessity, within a few months you will either become part
of chartering, or change profession. There is nothing in between.
G. SARRIS:
I will agree that if someone is interested in chartering, they
should pursue it straight away.
Having said that, I have to stress that this is a very competitive ﬁeld and there are two kinds of people who work in
it; the ones that do simple chartering and those who take
the whole thing to a diﬀerent level of expertise, meaning that
there are very capable people out there dealing only with
blue chips Charterers i.e. very large & prestigious companies.
Chartering a vessel is something that can be done by
anyone with an average knowledge of the subject. However,
there are other contributing factors such as ease of communication with people, friendly approach, socializing and the
buildup of friendship and trust with your clients. Believe it
or not, all this interaction plays a very signiﬁcant role in this ﬁeld.
Becoming a good broker is not something that happens
overnight. It takes a lot of work and a lot of eﬀort.
Chartering in not an easy job.
I am a freshman at the University of Piraeus, at the
Department of Maritime Studies.
I have a question on the issue of coastal shipping.
In recent years we’ve seen the majority of coastal shipping
companies accumulating deﬁcits. I would like to ask how
easy, or how diﬃcult, it is for someone to work in this
ﬁeld, or how easy or diﬃcult it is to serve in this ﬁeld as
a shipowner, as a coastal shipowner.
Y. CRITICOS:
Indeed, this ﬁeld has been accumulating deﬁcits in recent
years. All the companies are incurring large losses. For the
first time in 2011 we even saw losses in the operating
results, at the EBITDA level, i.e. before talking about loan
repayments or interest payments.
As for working in coastal shipping, as I mentioned brieﬂy before,
it is my personal view that coastal shipping will survive if
bigger companies are formed. Bigger does not mean that
jobs will be lost. On the contrary, I believe this way jobs will
be preserved. I think there will be a sharing of the
broader expenses of the ﬁeld, in order for companies to be
able to cope with high costs.
What characterizes coastal shipping is the diﬀerent approaches
and high fuel costs. We all want to get to our destination
quickly and to get there cheaply. Today fares for the islands
are not cheap. Yet income from fares is not suﬃcient to
make companies proﬁtable.
The state has no money to suﬃciently subsidize companies.
Therefore, when you have these conditions, which are

general, to talk about creating new jobs in this industry is
diﬃcult. The industry is not prospering these days, so at this
point in time there aren’t great career prospects in this ﬁeld.
In our company, the leading company in its sector, we had
to make both staﬀ cutbacks and salary cuts on the people
who remained.
But to look at the brighter side of things, I believe all this is
an opportunity to form the larger mergers needed. Brands
might remain as we know them, for commercial reasons,
but I believe larger partnerships will be formed. In larger
partnerships there may lie opportunities.
Regarding the startup of a new coastal company, seeing that
it is something we have done at some point, keeping the
same routes perhaps, but later also by buying out a company, you have to think that you cannot really enter the market with a ship or two, you will create a network, launch a
new carrier company. This means you will have a network
of bookings which will support more than one ship.
As for working in coastal shipping, we’ve already said that
there are several ways of looking at it. Of course you are
closer to home and you can visit oﬅen, instead of being
halfway around the world on an oceanic ship. And of course
the big diﬀerence is that in our business we carry people,
whilst in ocean shipping you don’t need to smile at containers,
as we oﬅen say. These are the basic diﬀerences.
Y. PIERROS:
When I once asked a shipowner who owned freighters "Why
aren’t you interested in this set of assets?" about some assets, some ferries being sold in Turkey, his reply was, "The
cargo they carry is too risky for me to get into coastal shipping."
As a general comment, I would say that if the question is
"Will coastal shipping exist in the future or not?" then the
answer would probably be yes, it will exist. There are islands,
tourism, there is the need for transportation. So if this question is answered, the next question is who will provide this
transportation service?
For a young person who aims at a career in coastal shipping
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and sees it as a means of survival or professional development,
shipping will always be there, so it is a way of career development. Whether or not the stakeholders will be the same,
whether it will continue to shrink for a few years or not, this is
another story; as for the question of whether a new owner
would enter this market, probably everyone would agree that
it is not the time to enter a market which is shrinking.
The magic word is consolidation. Those of you who listen to
the news about the IMF who come to discuss issues ranging
from the Greek public sector to the problems of coastal
shipping know that the magic word or the word they usually
invoke and invoke all too oﬅen is consolidation. In a period
of consolidation you do not enter the market as a small player.

I prefer to get someone who is not an acquaintance or someone who hasn’t been recommended to me by another person.
Why? Because a stranger will probably try harder, because he has fought to find this job, it was not something he took for granted or secured by his father, his
uncle or his friend, so he might give more to it. If he is
not right for me, it’s much easier to get rid of him."
So, yes, connections are good sometimes, but not always.
There will always be enough space, quite important space
for someone who has no connections. In these diﬃcult times
we are going through it takes patience.
Just see how you can gain the competitive advantage over
others, because getting a job is also a form of competition.

I am a fourth year student at the University of Piraeus,
maritime studies. What should we do in order to be hired
by a company?
How diﬃcult is it when we don’t have a Master’s, when we
don’t have connections? When all we have is a CV which
includes a university degree with a respectable grade?

Y. PIERROS:
In short, do what you really want to do and focus on what
you feel is the right direction for you.
The feeling we personally get from the market is that when
there are no vacancies, when there is no demand for work,
it deﬁnitely helps to have connections. When there are vacancies, most large companies do not hire all their acquaintances. Some do not hire any acquaintances in the way we
are discussing it. Therefore, there will always be an opportunity when there is a vacancy. You do not need to have an
acquaintance. On second thought, let's redeﬁne what acquaintance means. Because, if you send a job application and
see the same person twice, you can also become an acquaintance.

G. SARRIS:
As you know we are going through a very diﬃcult period right now.
Not having the right connections today makes it even more
diﬃcult to secure a position even if you have very good
grades. If someone else with the same grade as you or even
less, has an acquaintance who will act as their intermediary,
he / she will deﬁnitely be preferred.
Of course, this might not seem fair or just, nevertheless, it
is common practice.
What makes shipping companies want more people is Need.
And I believe that this need will increase soon and by the
end of the year things will begin to change positively.
I fully agree with Mr. Laskaridis when he said at the opening
that you are lucky to have followed this sector.
Because despite the crisis shipping is and will continue to
be what it is today, the only employment that is still well paid
in Greece.
Y. CRITICOS:
Generally, the advice I would give is that one should persistently
try in order to ﬁnd the company which he likes and believes
would suit him better; it takes constant eﬀort.

G. SARRIS:
What young people normally do when they are looking for
employment is to prepare a CV and send it to 30-40 companies.
If they are lucky they will have a 5% response. My view on
this matter is slightly diﬀerent. I receive dozens of CVs daily.
I look at them, go through them, skim the impressive ones,
write down my remarks and pass them on for ﬁling.
When a certain need arises I open the ﬁle and look for suitable
candidates. What I have never seen though is this; if there is
a company that you admire, ﬁnd out more about it, how it is
set up, who is in charge, who is the person responsible for
the H.R. department, who is the decision maker. And then
be speciﬁc. Write something on a more personal level.
Show that you’ve done your homework, that you know about
this company. If I received such a CV, I would certainly notice
it. So I guess this is my advise on how to start.

Y. SYRIGOS:
It is true that today there is dire unemployment and that
many people turn to shipping because it is the only thing
doing well. So you will actually face ﬁerce competition in
ﬁnding a job. By saying this, I don’t want to take the wind
out of your sails; still, there is a lot of competition.
But I will tell you this. I've talked to friends who are shipowners, and do you know what they say? "When I’m looking to hire,
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OPINION

Mergers and Acquisitions:
A Review of International Evidence
on Motives, Valuation Effect,
and Determinants of Value Creation*
Mergers and acquisitions (M&As) represent the most important
corporate events in business world in terms of both size and impact, representing, in 2007, 7.5% of the world gross domestic
product (GDP).

By Nickolaos G. Travlos, The Kitty Kyriacopoulos Chair in Finance and Dean ALBA Graduate School at The American College of Greece

Takeovers eﬀect substantial reallocations of resources both
within and across industries, and shape the corporate landscape raising questions regarding their motives, their ability
to create value for the parties involved, and the factors affecting their performance.
The main motives for M&As is the exploitation of synergies,
the pursuit of managers’ self-interest at the expense of
shareholders (agency cost), industry shocks, market mispricing, and managerial overconﬁdence (hubris). Synergy is
achieved when the value of the combination of the ﬁrms is
greater than the sum of the two stand-alone values, oﬅen
described as “1+1=3”. The synergy gains can be operational
or ﬁnancial. They may take the form of cost reductions and
improvements in operational eﬃciency, revenue enhancements due to optimization of the distribution network
(cross-selling), increase in market power by eliminating
competition, or various ﬁnancial advantages stemming
from tax and leverage beneﬁts.
The most typical source of cost reductions can be achieved
from economies of scale and scope, opportunities for eliminating duplicate facilities and functions, and increased bargaining power against suppliers. They may also stem from
sharing managerial competences and practices between

the two ﬁrms. In addition, certain strategic beneﬁts can be
achieved via acquisition of valuable technology, knowledge
and skills that can be applied in the combined ﬁrm.
Revenue enhancement can arise due to more streamlined
product oﬀerings, an enhanced distribution network and a
revenue increased market power. Moreover, synergies may
arise from improvements in corporate governance, as the effectiveness of governance mechanisms diﬀers between ﬁrms.
The empirical evidence is consistent with the existence of
positive synergy gains in M&As coming from operating synergies rather than tax savings. The operating synergies
come mostly from reduced investment expenditure rather
than improved operating proﬁts. In addition, bank mergers
are associated with positive synergy gains that are attributable mostly to cost savings and not revenue enhancement. Finally, ﬁrms with potential asset complementarities
are more likely to merge and that such mergers generate
higher gains than those between dissimilar ﬁrms.
Regarding the valuation eﬀects of M&As to the shareholders of the involved ﬁrms, the empirical literature, mainly
based on the US and UK takeover markets, documents that
target ﬁrm shareholders enjoy signiﬁcantly positive abnormal returns (20-40%, on average) at acquisition announce-
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ments, implying synergies creation.
Things are less clear- cut for acquirers. Most studies agree
that in acquisitions of listed targets, acquiring ﬁrms realize
negative to zero abnormal returns at the acquisition announcement. However, recent evidence from M&As around
the world shows that acquiring ﬁrms do gain in acquisitions
of public ﬁrms beyond the most competitive takeover markets (the US, UK and Canada) as they pay lower premia, while
share- for- share oﬀers are at least non- value- destroying for
their shareholders. While the conclusions regarding acquisitions of public targets are not unanimous, the evidence from
private acquisitions is far clearer: acquiring ﬁrms gain, particularly when stock is used as a method of payment.
The combined entity (target and acquirer) generally enjoys a
positive abnormal return around the announcement date implying overall synergy gains. Turning to studies of long- term
performance, they report signiﬁcant negative abnormal returns in the year following the outcome announcement.
Regarding the determinants of acquisition returns, the literature shows a vast number of ﬁrm and deal characteristics, the most important being the method of payment (cash

vs stock), the target ﬁrm listing status (public or private), the
industry relatedness, ﬁrm size, ﬁrm valuation and investment opportunities, the relative size of the deal, the pre-announcement stock price run-up, information asymmetry,
takeover competition, cross-border acquisition, acquisition
technique (merger vs. tender oﬀer), hostility (friendly vs.
hostile), and ﬁnancial advisor reputation.
The overall conclusion is that M&As are complex events, and
that many acquisitions fail to create value for acquirers, and
some even destroy signiﬁcant value. While during the 1998–
2001 period in the US, acquisitions destroyed value on average,
this overall loss is caused by a small number of large- loss deals.
When one purges the sample of these unfortunate transactions,
the overall bidding activity appears to be value- creating.

* This article is based on a comprehensive chapter, “Empirical mergers and
acquisitions research: a review of methods, evidence, and managerial implications” by Andrey Golubov, Dimitris Petmezas, and Nickolaos G. Travlos in
the Handbook of Research Methods and Applications in Empirical Finance
(Edited by Adrian R. Bell, Chris Brooks, and Marcel Prokopczuk), Edward Egar
Publishing Ltd, 2013
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“2013” A preliminary overview
of economic & shipping outlook
“2013” One more year engulfed in rough challenges in the economy
and shipping freight markets, with investors showing aggressive
buying plans for shipping assets”

By Maria Bertzeletou, Golden Destiny S.A., Research & Valuations

The worldwide economic and shipping environment
faces one more year of recession in the economic
growth of major economies and lower freight rates for
dry and wet cargo vessels. The IMF believes that the
world economy is running at three speeds, with emerging
and developing economies appearing still strong, and
the US performing much better than the eurozone
among advanced economies.
The International Monetary Fund warned that an “uneven
recovery is also a dangerous one” for the global economy
and has downgraded its 2013 global growth forecast by
0.2% points to 3.3% while holding its 2014 growth forecast
at 4%. The IMF expects the US to grow 1.9% this year and
3% in 2014, while the eurozone will contract 0.3% in 2013
and grow only 1.1% in 2014.
The prospects of world trade growth are negative fuelling
concerns about the current vessels’ oversupply picture and
its balance with demand. World trade growth fell to 2.0% in
2012 — down from 5.2% in 2011 — and is expected to remain sluggish in 2013 at around 3.3% as the economic
slowdown in Europe continues to suppress global import demand, WTO economists reported on 10 April 2013. Improved economic prospects for the United States in 2013
should only partly oﬀset the continued weakness in the European Union, whose economy is expected to remain ﬂat or
even contract slightly this year according to consensus estimates.
According to Department of Commerce data, the US economy
grew at an annual rate of 2.5% in the ﬁrst three months of

the year helped by an increase in consumer spending at an
annualized rate of 3.2%. The rise in consumer spending during the ﬁrst quarter of the year is the largest since the
fourth quarter of 2010, while it grew at a pace of only 1.8%
since the fourth quarter of last year. In contrast, the world’s
second largest economy disappoints with its growth ﬁgures
for the ﬁrst quarter of the year. The Chinese economy grew
7.7% in the ﬁrst quarter of 2013 from a year earlier, according to the National Bureau of Statistics, against analyst
expectations for a stronger start in 2013. One more negative sign is the slowdown of China’s manufacturing growth
in April due to a fall in new exports orders. The oﬃcial purchasing managers’ index (PMI) fell to 50.6 in April from a
50.9 eleven-month high in March, against analyst expectations for a PMI of 51 in April.
The slower economic growth in China during the ﬁrst quarter of the year spurs worries about the health of dry bulk
earnings as the government warns that the era of a double
digit growth has now ended. However, there are still optimistic expectations for a ﬁrmer expansion in China’s GDP
during the second quarter of the year, with the International
Monetary Fund holding its estimate for an 8% GDP growth
in 2013. The second quarter's GDP growth may rebound to
8 percent from a lower-than-expected 7.7 percent in the
ﬁrst three months, said Zhu Baoliang, an economist at the
State Information Center under the National Development
and Reform Commission. In addition, People’s Bank of China
Governor Zhou Xiaochuan said that China’s slower expansion in the ﬁrst quarter is “normal” as the world’s second-
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largest economy sacriﬁces growth to make structural reforms.
April ended with the average value of the BDI at 874 points,
2 points down from March’s average value and 147 points
less than April 2012, when it was standing above the psychological barrier of 1,000 points. Vessel earnings in all size
categories from capesizes to handysizes are ﬂoating at
lower yearly levels with the smallest losses recorded in the
handysize segment and the biggest in the capesize.
In the capesize segment, the average value of vessel earnings
is $4,448/day, down by $278/day from March’s average
value and down $2,009/day from the average value in April
2012. In the panamax segment, the average value of vessel
earnings is $8,982/day, down by $194/day from March’s
average value and down $1,607/day from the average value
in April 2012. In the supramax segment, the average value
of vessel earnings is $9,457/day, down by $16/day from
March’s average value and down $1,047/day from the
average value in April 2012. In the handysize segment, the
average value of vessel earnings is $7,921/day, up by
$414/day from March’s average value and down $530/day
from the average value in April 2012.
The eurozone crisis continues its negative impact on container rates with Asian- European rates sliding to less than
$1,000/TEU and players seeking ways to resolve the downward spiral. The eurozone's unemployment rate rose to a
new high of 12.1% in March, with a slowdown in consumer
spending and ﬂow of new vessel tonnage, indicating that the
recession of the freight market on the Asia-Europe route will
persist. Spot freight rates from China to Europe are currently hovering at $700-800/TEU, compared to $1300$1400/TEU at the beginning of the year. Transpaciﬁc routes
record small yearly declines with the US economy showing
a better performance during the ﬁrst quarter of the year.
In the tanker segment, MR product vessel sizes are still outperforming against crude carrier vessel categories with investors keeping their conservative approach in the ordering
or buying of very large crude carriers. However, there are
some hopes for better vessel returns in the long term for
crude carrier vessels, based on estimations from the International Energy Agency for a stronger world oil demand that
will contribute to the boost of VLCC spot rates. According to
the International Energy Agency, global oil demand, aﬅer
reaching the lowest record of 89,9 barrels per day in the
second half of 2013, will start to rise to around 91,1 million
barrels/day in the third quarter and just about 92 million
barrels/day at the end of the year.
One more beneﬁcial factor that could balance the current
slump of VLCC rates stemming from lower US oil imports is
China’s dynamism on crude oil imports with indications of
overtaking the US as the world’s top crude importer by
2014. According to an emailed report from the Organization

of Petroleum exporting countries, imports to China may surpass 6 million barrels/day by the end of this year, while the
country may cater up to 60% of its oil needs with foreign
crude this year.
The LNG tanker segment persist in emerging as the healthiest segment against the other three main conventional vessel segments, despite the recent fall in LNG spot rates to
less than $100,000/day, from their peak of $150,000/day
in early January, due to waning spot cargo demand.
The ﬁrst quarter of the year has now ended and the sentiment remains bleak despite optimistic prospects for healthier rates in the next quarters of 2013 and forthcoming
2014. The ordering spree seen during the ﬁrst three months
of the year combined with lower demolition volumes than
those seen during the ﬁrst quarter of the year, threatens the
shipping conﬁdence that players hold in the industry for
their newbuilding investments. In the secondhand market,
S&P activity ends higher during the ﬁrst quarter of the year
than in the ﬁrst three months of 2012, with asset prices
paving the way for such investments that do not have any
direct or indirect eﬀect on the current imbalance between
vessel supply and demand.
Looking back, from the end of 2009 shipping investments
have followed a positive growth trajectory against the
worldwide economic recession, with “2010” being signaled
as the record year of shipping investments in the secondhand and newbuilding market (with 1362 vessels reported
as sold and 1905 reported as newbuilding orders).
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From 2010 till 2012: 3976 vessels were reported to
have changed hands at an invested capital of more than
$61bn and 5116 vessels were reported on order.
Newbuilding Market - Invested Capital: more than
$58,3bn in 2010, more than $94bn in 2011 and more
than $92bn in 2012. The invested capital in the newbuilding market follows an upward trend in each year due to the
movement of shipping investments towards the placement
of more newbuilding contracts in the gas tanker and oﬀshore segment. In the gas tanker segment, the number of
new orders reported rose from 67 in 2010 to 110 in 2012,
while in the oﬀshore segment, the number of new orders
reached 446 in 2012 from 130 in 2010.
Secondhand Market - Invested Capital: more than
$26,3bn in 2010, more than $20bn in 2011 and more
than $14,5bn in 2012. In the secondhand market, the invested capital for the purchasing of secondhand units follows a downward incline in each year due to the reduction
of asset prices from 2010. According to assessments by the
Baltic Exchange, the average purchasing price for 5yrs old
vessels at the end of the ﬁrst quarter of 2013 is lower than
last year for bulkers and tankers with signiﬁcant discounts
from 2010 levels.
Bulkers: Capesize (172,000dwt) –
• Average value 1st quarter 2013:
$29,8mil with vessel earnings $5,979/day
• Average value 1st quarter 2012:
$35mil with vessel earnings $6,946/day
• Average value 1st quarter 2010: $56,5mil
with vessel earnings $34,120/day

Tankers: VLCC (305,000dwt) –
• Average value 1st quarter 2013: $54,3mil with 1yr time
charter earnings - $19,500/day
• Average value 1st quarter 2012: $58,4mil with 1yr time
charter earnings - $20,000/day
• Average value 1st quarter 2010: $78,6mil with 1yr time
charter earnings - $38,000/day
Greek shipping investors also recorded ﬁrm investment in
the secondhand market with a conservative approach in
newbuilding vessels, apart from year “2010”, when they
placed the highest number of new orders since the end of
2008. The number of new orders reported for Greek owners
fell to 114 vessels in 2012 from 249 in 2010.
Greek Secondhand Investments: 699 vessel purchases
with an invested capital of more than $17,7bn (more than

$9bn in 2010, more than $4,7bn in 2011 and more than
$3,8bn in 2012). The invested capital of Greek owners in the
secondhand market follows the same downward incline of
foreign investors due to sharp discounts in asset prices.
Greek Newbuilding Investments: 544 vessel orders – Invested capital of more than $7,1bn in 2010, more than
$9,2bn in 2011 and more than $5bn in 2012. The rise of invested capital from 2010 till 2011 is attributed to the placement of higher value contracts for gas tankers and
containers. (Gas Tankers: 5 new orders in 2010 - 24 in 2011
- 19 in 2012. Containers: 17 new orders in 2010 – 46 in
2011 - 22 in 2012).
It seems that “2013” will be one more record year with
ﬁrm investments in both markets, secondhand and newbuilding, by Greek and foreign shipping players and the
question is whether this year will surpass the 2010 highs for
a second time since the beginning of the worldwide economic crisis. The ﬁrst quarter of the year ended with 46%
year-on-year increase in the number of vessels reported to
have been purchased and a reduction in the invested capital
of about $2,5bn from the ﬁrst quarter of 2010.
Bulk carriers and tankers are estimated to hold 61% of the
total number of vessels reported to have changed hands
from 43% in 2012. In the newbuilding market, the number
of new orders reported during the ﬁrst three months of the
year is 43% up from the volume of ordering activity in the
ﬁrst quarter of 2012 with an increase of about $14,1bn in
the invested capital from the ﬁrst quarter of 2010.
The downward direction in asset prices stemming from the
prolonged crisis in freight markets encourages ﬁrmer shipping
investments in the upcoming quarters, while the current
ﬁrm newbuilding business wanes the hopes for a recovery
from the end of 2014 as it increases further the imbalance
between vessels’ supply and demand.
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CYPRUS MARITIME

The overall Shipping Operational
and Taxation infrastructure of Cyprus
remains intact
Cyprus is today a fully ﬂedged maritime center, combining both
a sovereign ﬂag and a resident shipping industry which is
renowned for its high quality services and standards of safety.

By Tasos Mitsopoulos, Minister of Communications and Works of Cyprus

The Cyprus Registry ranks tenth among international ﬂeets
and third within the European Union. Unlike other open registries, it is also a major base for international shipping operations. A maritime cluster has been developed in Cyprus,
a large part of which was established with foreign investment. The nucleus of this cluster comprises shipowning and
shipmanagement companies which own or manage more
than 2000 ships of 30 million GT which amount to more
than 5 percent of the world’s merchant ﬂeet. Around them
more than 100 companies have been established in the island, with shipping related activities. This combination
makes Cyprus unique among open registries and oﬀers
business opportunities beyond mere ship registration.
This year we are celebrating the 50th anniversary of the
Register of Cyprus Ships. Back in 1963, the ﬁrst ships were
registered under the Cyprus ﬂag which was then based in
Famagusta. Half a century later, with the port of Registry
now being Limassol, the thousands of ships which ﬂew the

Cyprus ﬂag throughout the globe, the hard work and the
strong foundations that Cyprus Shipping was based on to,
have managed to bring Cyprus Shipping to this leading and
key position that Cyprus enjoys today within the international shipping scenery.
The government’s maritime policy is established on three
pillars QUALITY, COMPETITIVENESS and RELIABILITY. The
maintenance of a high quality ﬂeet and the eﬀective implementation of the internationally applicable safety, security
and environmental protection standards, is the foundation
on which Cyprus builds its reputation as a serious maritime
ﬂag and as a base of international operations.
Cyprus follows the modern approaches, which the international shipping environment dictates. The Ministry of Communications and Works through the Department of
Merchant Shipping continuously improves and updates the
incentives oﬀered to shipping entrepreneurs, and explores
new incentives ensuring that Cyprus’s attractiveness and
competitiveness as an international shipping center are
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safeguarded. The adoption and implementation in 2012 of
the new Piracy Law, which is a pioneering legislation establishing the required legislative framework allowing the use
of armed personnel on board Cyprus ﬂagged vessels, in a
regulated manner, when these vessels are sailing through
high risk areas and the Tonnage Tax system for Cyprus shipping which was adopted in 2010 and is now fully deployed
and led to the accession of new shipping companies into our
competitive taxation system, are measures that provide new
impetus for the whole shipping industry of the island and
create great prospects of future growth.
The current ﬁnancial situation in Cyprus is the result of the
aﬀairs in two commercial banks. Despite the recent unprecedented ﬁnancial developments in Cyprus, and with the
loan agreement with Troika now being concluded and ratiﬁed by the House of Representatives, the overall Shipping
Operational and Taxation infrastructure of Cyprus, remains
intact. The Cyprus Tonnage Tax Scheme is “locked” for ten
years. Under the current ﬁnancial circumstances, the Cyprus
Shipping Sector is invited to play an even more leading role,
as it constitutes a crucial part of the “spinal column” upon
which the Cyprus economy will depend its course towards
recovery.
The President of the Republic of Cyprus Mr. Nicos Anastasiades has already announced the creation of the positions of
“UnderSecretaries” and the relevant Bill was submitted to
the Parliament.
The creation of an "UnderSecretary for Shipping" will be one
of them.
The recent discovery of natural gas in the Exclusive Economic Zone of Cyprus creates even greater prospects for
Cyprus Shipping and of course the country as a whole.
Cyprus can develop into an important Energy Center in the
Mediterranean. New and vibrant shipping and energy projects can be launched and the policy that the Cyprus Government will implement will include Cyprus´s future maritime
transport needs for our hydrocarbons.
On the other hand, we are still facing the illegal trade restrictions imposed by Turkey since 1987 against Cyprus
shipping (Turkish embargo). The eﬀorts made by the Cyprus
Government for the liﬅing of these illegal restrictions will
be continued and further intensiﬁed.
Shipping is a signiﬁcant pillar of our economy in its capacity
to act as a wide gateway of foreign investments to our island. It constitutes a business sector for which Cyprus is
proud of. It represents an invaluable asset for Cyprus with
signiﬁcant political and economic advantages. Therefore it
is of paramount importance for our economy to safeguard
the shipping industry. Our ambition is to be a step ahead of
competition at any time, both as an international registry
and as a base for international shipping operations.
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Cyprus Shipping:
“A vote of conﬁdence for Cyprus
and its Economy”
Whilst the Troika Loan Agreement admittedly brings an end to
the immediate ﬁnancial uncertainty that has surrounded the
overall banking system of Cyprus, the fact remains that the strict
austerity measures and the temporary banking restrictions
imposed on Cyprus have also affected to a certain extent the
smooth operation of the Shipping companies based in Cyprus.

By Thomas Kazakos, Director General Cyprus Shipping Chamber

Nevertheless, these restrictions are being reduced by the day,
and the Government is in the process of introducing new measures so that all these restrictions are liﬅed the soonest.
The Cyprus Shipping Chamber, through a coordinated plan
of action and close contact with various state agencies, is
continuing and has intensiﬁed its eﬀorts to smooth out any
operational problems that might occur, thus allowing Shipping
companies in Cyprus to continue trading as per normal,
meeting their obligations towards their seafarers and
stakeholders. Whilst remaining vigilant on the on-going
economic developments in Cyprus, we feel optimistic that
the Cyprus Government will promptly implement the
appropriate urgent ﬁnancial measures, taking into account
the needs of the Cyprus Economy, including those of the
Shipping Industry.
It is also very important to note that amidst these developments, the overall Shipping operational and taxation infrastructure
in Cyprus remains intact and the Cyprus Flag Administration,
through its Department of Merchant Shipping, is working
normally and without any interruptions and restrictions.
This is just an example of the strength of the Shipping Taxation
System upon which we must build the future of Cyprus Shipping.
The Chamber, in its eﬀorts to assist in this nationwide eﬀort,

has commenced after the first Eurogroup decision a
“Positive PR Campaign” entitled “Shipping remains in
Cyprus and continues to support the Economy”. The aim of
this initiative is to promote in Cyprus and abroad the fact
that despite the global depression in Shipping and the
recent Cyprus banking problems, the overall Cyprus
Shipping infrastructure remains operational and intact. The
Cyprus Shipping Taxation System constitutes one of the
most competitive EU approved systems today and thus
represents a great tool for expansion and further stability.
It needs to be properly marketed abroad. Together with
CIPA, the Maritime Administration and the Shipping Chamber,
a properly structured marketing campaign has been formulated
and further expanded to promote the advantages and beneﬁts
in Europe and beyond for the beneﬁt of the Cyprus Economy.
This high value and substantial contribution made by Shipping
to the Cyprus Economy as foreign and local direct investment
can be maintained and enhanced even more, provided that
the speciﬁc measures that the Shipping Chamber had lobbied
for last year will be implemented once circumstances allow it.
As the Shipping Chamber, we ﬁrmly believe that the time
has come for Cyprus to set and market a clear “National
Shipping Policy”. Now more than ever before, Cyprus requires
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The combination
of an upgraded Maritime
Administration,
the promotion and
expansion of our competitive
Shipping Taxation System,
the potential lifting of the
Turkish Embargo on Cyprus
ships, and well-prepared
joint Shipping and Energy
developments plans, offer
Cyprus Shipping quite a
promising future.
a modern and even more eﬃcient Maritime Administration
to deal with Shipping, and soon with the oﬀshore sector that
will be developed in view of Cyprus’s future maritime transport
needs of our hydrocarbons. Such policy will also ﬁt in well
with the “EU Integrated Maritime Policy” and the spirit of
the “Limassol Declaration” which was successfully concluded
during the Cyprus EU Presidency last year.
The appointment of an “Under-Secretary for Shipping” is
therefore a must and a relevant Bill for the creation of such
a position has already been submitted to Parliament.
Knowing the uniform support that Shipping enjoys by all
political parties in Cyprus, we are very confident that the
relevant Bill will very soon be approved by Parliament.
As far as the Turkish Embargo on Cyprus ships is concerned,
the co-coordinated actions by both the Cyprus Government
and the Chamber will be further intensiﬁed, separately as a
tangible “Conﬁdence Building Measure”, but in parallel with
the ongoing eﬀorts made by the Cyprus Government to
solve the “Cyprus Problem”.
The combination of an upgraded Maritime Administration, the
promotion and expansion of our competitive Shipping Taxation
System, the potential liﬅing of the Turkish Embargo on Cyprus
ships, and well-prepared joint Shipping and Energy developments plans, oﬀer Cyprus Shipping quite a promising future.
The Cyprus Shipping Chamber, as “the Voice of the Shipping
Industry of Cyprus”, is passionately committed, therefore,
to working creatively on new shipping modalities for public
and private partnerships.
We are ready to exploit innovative new ways, in order to
maintain Cyprus’s leading edge as one of the largest,
“all-embracing” Shipping Centres globally.
Aﬅer more than 40 years of international Shipping presence
in Cyprus, Cyprus Shipping and its vast contribution is in
essence a vote of conﬁdence for Cyprus and its Economy.
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The Cruise Industry 2012 Annual Report, 2013 Forecast
It is commonly accepted by all stakeholders in tourism that the
two pillars boosting our national economy are tourism and the cruise
industry. These two sources bring in high foreign exchange revenues
each year, thus contributing positively to the national budget.

By Michael Lambros, Vice President Union of Cruise Ship Owners and Associated Members
Managing Director MAJESTIC INTERNATIONAL CRUISES INC.

Today our country’s economy is being severely tested, while
Greek and Greek-owned shipping is undergoing one of the
most critical periods in its history due to the global recession.
At the same time, unemployment has skyrocketed to incredibly
high ﬁgures, acting as a drag on the recovery of the economy.
The only areas we all believe will help in this much sought
recovery are the Cruise Industry and Tourism.
For this reason, all cruise industry players have been following
developments with interest, but also apprehension, particularly
in the period following the liﬅing of cabotage. Nearly half of
the season last year was aﬅer the abolition of cabotage, so
we think it is worth our while to take a look at how foreign
cruise companies have reacted to the new status quo in
Greek ports.
Taking a look at the statistics of the Port of Piraeus Authority,
we will notice with great disappointment that in 2012 we
had 329168 homeporting passengers from Piraeus, or 16%
of total passengers including those in transit, while the
corresponding ﬁgures for Heraklion, Crete, were 44374 or
24 %, and for Corfu 64165 or 10%. These are unfortunately
disappointing percentages, if one compares them to those
of competitor countries, to Italy’s 48.6% homeporting
percentage and Spain’s 31.7%.
This huge discrepancy between Greek homeporting and that
of competitor countries has a direct impact on foreign
currency revenue, which unfortunately was at low levels in
2012, as in previous years. There is only one way we can try
to increase cruise ship homeporting passengers:

Concerted eﬀorts of all operators, led by the Ministry of
Shipping and the Aegean Sea and the Ministry of Tourism,
in an international campaign which will advertise and
promote our country - mainly to the large cruise companies
based in Miami. This will be achieved through the creation
of a separate committee made up of representatives of
cruise operators, i.e. the Association of Greek Tourism
Enterprises and the Hellenic Association of Travel & Tourist
Agencies, chaired if not by the Minister himself, then at least
by a Secretary General of the Ministry of Shipping and the
Aegean Sea.
This committee must visit Miami at least twice a year (one
visit should coincide with the annual cruise exhibition in the
month of March) to promote the beauty of our islands which
is unique in the world, reassuring companies that they have
nothing to fear in our ports, that we guarantee the safety
of ships, passengers, and crews, and that our port infrastructures
have been greatly improved and continue to improve.
The Union of Cruise Ship Owners and Associated Members,
since its inception, has regularly communicated by mail with
the major cruise companies, but it seems that this is not
suﬃcient. What is deﬁnitely needed is personal contact at a
high level.
We must also bring into play and emphasize the advantages
that cruise companies have when they use the port of
Piraeus and our large islands with international airports as
homeporting.
Piraeus and the Aegean are ideal ports for these companies
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to start and end cruises as they combine several destination
options, longer port stays, and most important, they save
time and money, particularly fuel costs for vessels that set
sail from Venice, Genoa, Marseilles, or even Barcelona and
visit ports and destinations in the Eastern Mediterranean.
We need to emphasize to major cruise companies our
country's presence in the wider Eastern Mediterranean
region as a strategic reception area of cruise ships with a
wide range of destination options. We need to present our
plans and programs to upgrade our port infrastructures to
these companies and ask for their participation in the realization
of our goals.
Sadly, in 2012, the only beneﬁt our country had from the
liﬅing of cabotage was the use of the Heraklion and Rhodes
ports as homeporting by the COSTA cruise company.
If we take into account that the only cruise ships to continue
using Piraeus for homeporting during 2012 were those of
LOUIS CRUISES, and, in part, the cruise ship Zenith of
Pullman Tours, which also uses Istanbul for passenger
embarkation / disembarkation, then we conclude that the

ﬁrst post- cabotage period has not as yet yielded the expected
results.
Of course none of the companies expected miracles from
the day following the liﬅing of cabotage, for the simple reason
that the planning of itineraries of major cruise companies
usually takes place two years in advance, which means that
planning ports of call and destinations for 2013, and
perhaps 2014, is certain to have taken place at the end of
2011, i.e. at a time when cabotage was still in eﬀect in our
country.
The big question which has been puzzling us all is how and
when will major cruise companies, mainly based in Miami in
the US, be persuaded that Greece in the post cabotage era
is the most convenient and safest destination, so they can
start using our ports for homeporting, something that would
revitalize and increase State revenues to a suﬃcient degree,
as described in several studies that have come to light, e.g.
the studies of the National Bank of Greece, the University
of Piraeus, the Hellenic Chamber of Shipping, etc.
Based on the above mentioned data, let's see what our
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There must also be calm in
our country, strikes in ports,
mainly in Piraeus, must ﬁnally
stop, museums must function
properly so that tourists can
visit them throughout the day,
without having to comply
with staff working hours, and
the trafﬁc chaos that exists in
Piraeus on the busy days of
cruise ship arrivals must
deﬁnitely be resolved.

prospects and expectations are for 2013 at the start of the
tourist season regarding the further development of the
cruise in terms of arrivals of ships and number of passengers.
The expectations of all operators are positive and they all
result in an emerging increase of cruise ship calls in all
Greek ports, with a simultaneous increase in expected
passengers (in transit and homeporting) compared to last
year's ﬁgures. This optimism, allow me to describe it as cautious,
is expressed on an almost daily basis by the Honorable Mrs.
Olga Kefaloyianni, the Minister of Tourism.
I completely agree that any increase in the number of
tourists to our country is to a small or sometimes larger extent also a boost to the cruise industry, if we accept that
usually visiting tourists not only stay in hotels, but also keep
some days free to enjoy a cruise around the Greek islands
This will deﬁnitely help to increase homeporting passengers.
With optimism blowing in the wind in Piraeus, it is estimated
that arrivals will reach and perhaps surpass the levels of
2011, which was indeed a very good year, due to the unstable
political conditions in the North African countries. Modest
estimates indicate 5.5 million arrivals, while the most
optimistic approach 5.8 to 6 million.
What will deﬁnitely help is a gradual increase in homeporting,
as well as a variety of destinations with new cruise ship ports
of call, such as Gytheion, Argostoli, Hydra, Volos, Kavala, and
even Mount Athos. The good news is that the port of Piraeus
remains in the top three Mediterranean passenger ports.
It is the third in preference for arrivals aﬅer Civitavecchia
and Barcelona. However, in order to further reinforce the
cruise industry in our country, there must be a combination
of other factors.
Port infrastructures must be given immediate priority.
With the exception of Piraeus, the infrastructures in most

other ports are rudimentary. There must also be calm in our
country, strikes in ports, mainly in Piraeus, must ﬁnally stop,
museums must function properly so that tourists can visit
them throughout the day, without having to comply with
staff working hours, and the traffic chaos that exists in
Piraeus on the busy days of cruise ship arrivals must
definitely be resolved.
To ensure an increasing number of passengers and cruise
ship calls to Piraeus and to the Greek islands, we need to
take advantage of both the international growth of the
cruise industry and the increase of homeporting. If this really
happens, then hopefully in 2015 we will probably have about
two million homeporting passengers, who together with the
transit passengers, will total over six million, and generate
revenues exceeding two billion Euro.
The Greek islands are the best cruise destination in the
world because they combine natural beauty and ideal
weather conditions and each island is diﬀerent; this makes
them extremely attractive to tourists.
It is up to us to make the best of their natural beauty.
To achieve our goals, we must work hard to improve not
only port infrastructures, but also all other activities associated
with homeporting, e.g. in the ﬁeld of ship repair, with competitive prices in relation to neighboring Turkey and Croatia of
course, in the ﬁeld of supplies and fuel provision, and other associated ﬁelds; in other words, we need to become truly
competitive.
If we manage to coordinate our actions in order to realize
even some of the above goals, then the cruise industry will
surely enter a quick and successful upward trend and really
become a pillar of support for our national economy, something
we need now more than ever.
Our Union is willing to contribute substantially towards this
direction and expects initiatives for further action from the
Ministry of Shipping and the Aegean Sea.
Under no circumstances should we fail to take advantage of
the liﬅing of cabotage for which we the people in the cruise
industry fought for decades.
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Let’s exploit our country’s advantages
to the maximum

By George Koumpenas, Senior General Manager Fleet Operations of Louis Cruises

The cruise industry is a dynamically developing sector
with a particularly positive perspective based on impressive
results for 2011 and 2012. According to CLIA Europe, the
cruise sector contribution to European economies has
almost doubled in just six years, reaching a total of 36,
7 billion in 2011 and increasing the number of jobs
generated by more than two-thirds.
The truth is that in Greece the cruise industry and sea
tourism have received high publicity and have been at the
top of the political and economic agenda. However, as we
have stated many times as a company, there has been no
speciﬁc study to establish what development model our
country can support on the basis of existing capabilities and
infrastructure, and what our national strategy, our goals and
future expectations should be.
Greece is without a doubt a unique and highly ranked destination for passengers worldwide, but can this incomparable
advantage be 'translated' into jobs and contribution to the
national economy? The answer to this is not simple. The only
thing I can say for certain is that there is an urgent need for
know-how, national planning and a common vision.
More speciﬁcally, there was much talk about the liﬅing of
cabotage and I still recall headlines in the newspapers about
the ‘expected’ beneﬁts and billions of Euros that would eventually boost the Greek economy. Back then, we had explained
the reasons why this measure could not deliver the desired
outcome and aﬅer two years this has unfortunately been
conﬁrmed.
What I mean by this is that with the existing cruise development
model (transit calls) jobs are created in speciﬁc sectors such
as the tourism services (shipping / tour operators, transportation, tour guides) for staﬀ working in port services, souvenir shops, archaeological sites, museums, etc. It should be
mentioned that the economic beneﬁt from the cruise sector
in Greece was only 580 million according to CLIA Europe,

while the UK with 541,000 passengers had a beneﬁt of 2.5
billion.
So why is it that Greece, with such a high volume of passenger
traffic (4.5 million passengers), does not have the corresponding revenues? What should our priorities ultimately be
so as to gain revenue from cruising and create employment
opportunities? Our view as the only cruise company based
in Greece is that to exploit the country’s advantages to the
maximum, action should be taken in order to:
• Establish cruise shipping companies or cruise company
departments; this entails getting rid of anachronistic legislation and bureaucratic procedures that repel and prevent any form of business activity.
• Develop home porting and use Greek ports for starting
and terminating programs. This requires better infrastructure, more frequent air ﬂights and generally a steady political and economic situation.
• Provide incentives for the employment of Greek seamen
by changing the existing legal framework and providing
incentives to attract the national register.
• Focus on specialization so as to revive the credibility of
ship repair units, as in Greece there is unfortunately a decline or complete disappearance of this sector, apart from
a few exceptions.
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OPINION

An Overview of Ship Demolition
The issue of ship demolition has reappeared lately in the shipping
press and has focused on two areas: ﬁrst, the booming of ship
demolition activity for a third consecutive year, and second, the
current discussions for the making of a new EU Ship Recycling
Regulation and the “polluter pays” issue.

By Spyros J. Vougious, Academic Director MBA in Shipping, MSc in Shipping Management and MSc in International Shipping & Finance
ALBA Graduate Business School at The American College of Greece

More speciﬁcally, ship demolition activity increased in 2012
reaching a new record of 56m dwt (of which: 33,7m dwt
bulk carriers, 11,6m dwt tankers, and 10,7m dwt other),
compared with 41m dwt in 2011 (of which: 23,2m dwt bulk
carriers, 9,9m dwt tankers and 7.9m dwt other) and 26m
dwt in 2010 (of which: 12,8m dwt bulk carriers, 6,3m dwt
tankers and 6,9m dwt other) (Clarkson’s statistics).
The development of ship demolition is due to the increase
in the capacity of world ﬂeet due to the rather excessive deliveries of new ships combined with the current slump of
the shipping market. However, the ability of the current ship
demolition countries to absorb the growing volumes of ship
scrap due to a home-growing demand for scrap metal
should not be ignored. On the contrary, this ability has retained ship demolition prices above $400/ltd encouraging
further the development of ship demolition activity relieving
the ship market from the old and economically obsolete
vessels. It is estimated that the high volume of scrapping in
2012 has limited the growth rate of world ﬂeet by one third.
Ceteris paribus, it is expected that scrapping will also grow
at similar levels in 2013, if demolition prices continue at
such high rates, giving hopes to a faster shipping freights
market recovery.
As far as the regulatory developments on ship demolition
or more recently “ship recycling” are concerned, the European Parliament voted on 18th of April to revise EU legislation
on the recycling of ships, with a view to preventing the

beaching of old European ships in non-OECD countries and
putting the EU in line with the Hong Kong Convention (not
yet ratiﬁed).
The EU legislation for ship recycling had overwhelming
support in the Parliament, but, the Members of European
Parliament rejected setting out a ﬁnancial instrument to
support this - there was a proposal to impose a tax on all
ships entering EU ports to help finance EU-approved
recycling facilities (the polluter pays issue).
The ban on beaching of end-of-life vessels and the “polluter
pays” issue, however, has found shippers opposed. There
are warnings that such a move would endanger the IMO
Honk Kong Convention - the EU member states and some
of the ship-braking nations (that have already supported the
Convention) will ﬁnd extremely diﬃcult to ratify the Hong
Kong Convention. Interestingly, the beaching of end-of-life
vessels is not prohibited by the IMO convention in its ﬁrst
phase.
There is no doubt that a regulatory framework for ship
demolition is necessary as a continuous availability of
demolition yards is critical. Any development to the former
will certainly aﬀect the availability of the latter. The disposal
of old and economically obsolete ships is an essential part
for the shipping industry. Easy exit and unlimited scrapyard
capacity is vital not only for the current shipping business
activity but also for a safe and environmentally friendly
shipping industry.
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Business unusual
ΑLΒΑ, a not-for-proﬁt organization,
strives for excellence, quality and continuous
innovation in research and teaching.

Graduate Business School was
“ ALBA
founded in 1992 and operates under the
auspices of the business community,
an asso c i a t i o n o f corporations and
institutional members, currently numbering
more than 90.

”
Internationally Accredited Programs
Most of our academic programs are internationally accredited
by AMBA and EFMD:
Executive MBA, The ALBA MBA, MBA in Shipping, MBA in
Banking (under the auspices of the Hellenic Bank Association),
MSc in Shipping Management, MSc in Finance (It is the CFA
Program Partner in Greece), MSc in Risk Management, MSc in
Strategic HR Management, MSc in Marketing, MSc in Business
for Lawyers, Double Masters for Lawyers (double postgraduate
program with the University of Reading, School of Law), MSc in
International Business & Management, MSc in International
Shipping & Finance (with the University of Reading).
At ALBA Shipping Matters!
Greece is a nation with a long tradition in shipping operations,
with about 1,500 companies involved in the shipping industry,
14,000 transport companies, two large ports, nine smaller private ports and around 300 small ports, ﬁve medium and large
shipyards, and around 120,000 employees, all creating the need
of well-trained and premium educated personnel, capable in coping with the continuously changing needs of the industry.

Executive MBA

The ALBA MBA

MBA in Shipping

MBA in Banking

MSc in Shipping Management
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MSc in Finance

MSc in Risk Management

MSc in Strategic H
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Shipping is a large and complex industry which includes a wide
diversity of companies and organizations, such us shipping companies, supply chain providers, support service providers, maritime organizations, maritime associations and importers /
exporters. Due to intensive competition, globalization of the
world economy, regulation, speed of change, technological developments and increased international trade, a holistic approach for executive managerial skills is ever-needed.
Alba Graduate Business School soon recognized its strategic
comparative advantage in accommodating the educational needs
of the executives in the shipping industry; thus, it developed three
specialized graduate programs, as presented below.

MSc in International Shipping and Finance
(with the University of Reading) - A truly
Unique program
This 10 month program seeks to address the needs of the rapidly
evolving, highly competitive and capital-intensive shipping industry by bringing the gap between academic theory and business
practice. Those needs have led to increase demand from shipowning and transportation companies, ship broking ﬁrms, shipping divisions of investment funds, among others of personnel
with shipping speciﬁc, practical ﬁnancial management skills and
knowledge.
Learn more at www.alba.edu.gr/ISF

MBA in Shipping - Sea…Your Future
Through a combination of academic rigor with practical knowledge, the ALBA MBA in Shipping program provides students with
the ability to make sound and timely decisions and to cope under
pressure in the rapidly changing shipping environment. More
than that, the program invests heavily in leadership and strategic
management competencies, which are particularly relevant both
as personal advantages and as essential resources for companies
in this sector.
Learn more at www.alba.edu.gr/shipping

MSc in Shipping Management Navigate Your Future
The program is designed to develop professionals equipped with
the skills, knowledge and expertise required for a successful career in the demanding and highly competitive world of Shipping.
It provides students with a holistic and in depth knowledge of
the most important issues in modern commercial shipping. Students will gain solid foundations of ship management, maritime
economics, ship technology, chartering, maritime law, insurance,
risk and strategic management, which are particularly relevant
for companies in this sector.
Learn more at www.alba.edu.gr/mscship

MSc in Strategic HR Management

MSc in Marketing

MSc in Business for Lawyers

Double Masters for Lawyers

MSc in International Business & Management

MSc in International Shipping & Finance

For more information you may visit the oﬃcial ALBA Graduate Business
School at The American College of Greece website at: www.alba.edu.gr.
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...............................................................................................................

Altis in Technology

Industrial
and Scientiﬁc Innovation
...............................................................................................................

4-Stroke pistons rebuilding with
the power of Laser Cladding
KIMI SA launched a
new service of 4stroke pistons rebuilding, using the
latest technology
for surface restoration – Laser Powder
Cladding.
Laser
Powder
Cladding is the best
suitable process for the restoration of subject parts. A very
ﬁne metallic powder of proper composition is injected
through a nozzle on the target surface to be restored. At
the same time, a laser beam which also passes through the
same nozzle, melts the powder and the base material, and
creates a metallurgical bond.
The particular technology keeps heat input within the base
material to extremely low levels which results in limited distortion and achieves 100% metallurgical bond. In addition,
the base material retains its properties and the cladded surface features higher strength and reduced wear rate due to
advanced powder alloys used.
In a brief, the advantages include:
• Restoration of piston grooves back to standard,
original dimensions
• Improved lifetime
• Steel and cast iron piston can be processed
• Fast processing times
So now there is a solution for your 4-stoke pistons, a solution that not only achieves high savings but also reduced
wear rates, compared to new pistons.
Constant RnD in association with the Shipbuilding Technology Laboratory (STL) of the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA).

SKF Marine Condition
Monitoring Kit
Ship operators are under growing pressure to manage vessels for longer periods of time and ﬁnd ways to reduce maintenance and operating costs. To meet these challenges,
more and more operators are turning to condition-based
maintenance. Aﬅer all, this approach helps enhance the reliability and availability of machinery, optimize maintenance
planning and lower costs signiﬁcantly.
With the SKF Marine Condition Monitoring Kit, taking the
ﬁrst, important step toward condition-based maintenance

is quick, easy, reliable and aﬀordable.
It has been developed speciﬁcally for the demanding requirements of the marine industry and tough onboard conditions. It is well suited for use on a wide range of vessels,
including container ships, ferries, Ro-Ro ships, ﬁshing vessels, dredging, tug boats and oﬀshore supply. This well
proven, rugged solution features preconﬁgured marine-speciﬁc soﬅware that makes it quick and easy to monitor the
condition of critical auxiliary machinery.
In fact, anybody onboard can understand the measurement
result.
Taking the step toward condition-based maintenance does not have to be a large investment.
With the SKF Marine Condition Monitoring Kit,
you can start with a small investment and look
forward to quick and easy implementation. SKF
can also provide advice on how to integrate the
solution with your ship maintenance management
systems (MMS). In addition to supporting modern
maintenance strategies, this innovative solution offers an easy way to check machine acceptance criteria aﬅer a machine repair in the workshop or onboard.
Concluding, the SKF Marine Condition Monitoring Kit:
• Is easy to set up, use and understand
• Gives early indication of possible problems
• Simpliﬁes maintenance and reduces maintenance costs
• Helps maximize the availability of your auxiliary machinery

A Global Breakthrough Service on
STS Operations
In recent years STS Operations are increasing as they provide concrete commercial beneﬁts. Especially during the
last two years, aﬅer the adoption of the new Chapter 8 of
Annex I of MARPOL, the management of these operations
has to be safeguarded by owners. In this new era, charterers
require the explicit consent and acceptance of the owners
before any STS.
Dr. Alexander Glykas and Dr. Stelios Perissakis, managers of
DYNAMARINe, have envisioned this new regime and created
an innovative and unique service, OnlineSTS.net. The purpose of this service is to provide all the necessary information and advice to tanker operators, so that they will be in
the position to estimate, as required, the risk of any STS operation, and to ensure appropriate risk mitigation measures
in accordance with regulations and due diligence practices.
In addition, members of onlineSTS.net build their STS
Knowledge as an asset of their organization and also beneﬁt
from automated record keeping, benchmarking, and SelfAssessment Procedures.
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"The idea started long before the Regulation" said Messrs.
Glykas and Perissakis. Of course aﬅer the adoption of the
Regulation, the need for the service received wider "acceptance" not only from ship owners but also from oil majors.
The ONLINESTS.NET is a turnkey solution oﬀering, at low
cost and without further burdening the staﬀ of the shipping
organization, thorough due diligence, while ensuring the
proper maintenance of all required procedures. The response of the service is prompt and available 24x7.
One of the crucial elements that diﬀerentiate this service
from all the procedures followed until now is the use of the
globally unique information database OSIS that records the
performance of ships, responsible mooring masters
(POAC's) and Service Providers.
Although all shipping companies have some procedures for
acceptance of the proposed ships for STS, experience has
shown that in practice, these procedures are applied partially and not in full compliance with the regulations. In the
occasion that an incident occurs, ship owners and partly the
charterers may remain exposed while damaging their reputation. It is worth noting that the service OnlineSTS.net has
received positive feedback from many large shipping companies, international maritime and insurance organizations
such as OCIMF and P&I Clubs. Thus, the use of this service,
in addition to contributing to the safe conduct of the STS
operation, provides competitive advantage to the users.
DYNAMARINe is a purely Greek interest company that developed a global innovation in STS.

of their ﬂeet in response to a growing need for more business communication options and the intention to oﬀer their
crew internet access.
The solution that Dorian has chosen is Inmarsat FleetBroadband and Inﬁnity, using a mixture of FBB 250 and FBB 500
terminals. Each ship is on the 3GB plan, which allows a mixture of data or voice minutes. Since the project began they
have been using the new set up to remotely access and administer the computers on board, provide remote crew
training, activate live feeds for diﬀerent applications and
were pleased to be able to increase the size limit on business emails for attachments and so on up to 10 MB, which
has streamlined their operations and makes communicating
large ﬁles much more cost eﬃcient than on the previous set
up that used the Inmarsat 200 MB plan. Dorian have also
created a special account for visiting superintendents, who
are able to login using their own dedicated Inﬁnity account
and have access to voice calling, email and internet when
they visit vessels.
Thanks to Inﬁnity, the crew are able to share and subsidise
the 3GB allowance plan with the shipping company, by purchasing Inﬁnity pins for either voice or data (pins of 25MB
are oﬀered). All crew usage consumes part of the 3GB allowance, and if in one particular month more than 3 GB is
used by the crew, the cost is borne by those users, not the
shipping company. Dorian have setup a dedicated computer
on board which the crew can use to get online, and also provided wiﬁ access points throughout the ship so that the
crewmembers can also connect using their own devices.
On shore, the oﬃce is able to use the Inﬁnity Hub to monitor
usage in near real time, and can see how much of the traﬃc
generated is crew use (in yellow below) and how much is
business use (in green). Since rollout of this project both
those on board Dorian vessels and on shore in the oﬃce are
satisﬁed with the multiple new options that Inﬁnity combined with the right FleetBroadband plan can provide.

Dorian Hellas uses Inﬁnity to share
FleetBroadband allowance with
crew
Dorian (Hellas) S.A. are technical managers of a ﬂeet of 6
ships, consisting of 4 very large gas carriers, 2 crude oil
tankers and one fully pressurized LPG carrier.
Recently they have upgraded the satellite communications

Screenshot showing what the user sees when the crew business
traﬃc breakdown
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THE FINAL COUNTDOWN

ILO MLC : Truth or dare ?

By Apostolos Belokas, Principal Consultant & CEO, SQE Marine Group, Managing Editor www.Safety4Sea.com

The ILO Maritime Labour Convention (MLC), the so called
“ILO Super Convention”, is expected to enter into force on
August 20th as the 4th pillar of Maritime Regulatory
Compliance along with SOLAS, MARPOL, and STCW. As the
clock ticks towards the deadline, let’s see if the MLC will
deliver the promised land.
Myths about the MLC
Despite all the good work done, MLC by default will NOT necessarily beneﬁt the shipping industry enough as long as any
“Shipowner” may select a ﬂag that does not ratify MLC. Since
the MLC certiﬁcate is NOT a trading certiﬁcate, there is nothing to change that.
Going beyond the “regulatory” nature of MLC, we also need
to ask: Would the introduction of SOLAS, MARPOL or STCW
by itself have improved the shipping industry without the entire implementation framework (vetting, PSC, etc.)? The answer is deﬁnitely NOT! All these regulations have existed for
many years, e.g. SOLAS is 100 years old - however accidents
do happen and vessels are still being detained. The remarkable diﬀerence is the IMPLEMENTATION MONITORING, mainly
by PSC, Majors, Vetting Inspectors and Incident/Accident Investigators. This is why a major improvement shiﬅ has been
observed over the last 20 years. Shipping still remains a
SOLAS based industry as the majority of PSC deﬁciencies, up
to 70%, are related to SOLAS. There is no indication that this
industry will change its course due to the introduction of a
new rule, as there are no key drivers for implementation!
Some MLC objectives have not been properly addressed!
Despite common belief, MLC key objectives will not be
achieved with the convention itself. MLC – by default- will NOT
provide better working and living conditions onboard, nor will
it assist towards attracting or retaining qualiﬁed seafarers
onboard, mainly because it does not properly address key
motivation factors. To review that, let’s make a head-to-head
comparison with the oﬀshore industry by considering the following issues:

• MIN Pay. Not established within MLC, however, easier said than
done as there are diﬀerent pay levels for diﬀerent nationalities
• MAX GUARANTEED contract duration (e.g. 12 months) that would
motivate operators to see the long term beneﬁts in HR terms
• Guaranteed MAX period of stay onboard and MIN period of
staying ashore (e.g. 9 months contract spending MAX 6
months onboard and MIN 3 months ashore) to properly
address the fatigue factor
• MIN Safe manning that would make sense, in relation to ship
type, size and trade. These days, every ﬂag has a diﬀerent
approach! You may see some of the biggest ships in the
world with a MIN safe manning of 11-13 persons!
• Responsibilities for BOTH sides (including ﬁnancial responsibility and possible penalties). At the moment MLC
addresses only the rights of the seafarers, not their responsibilities. As a consequence, there is no clear indication of
what constitutes default by the seafarer
• A clear Legal Jurisdiction regime to sort out any disputes,
fair enough for both the operator and the seafarer
It is obvious that MLC does not address any of the above key
factors that would ensure a common playing ﬁeld in the market in order to attract talented crew. Instead, as we consistently observe, the shipping industry is shiﬅing towards the
east for less talented/costly crew as globalization rules in this
cost sensitive industry.
Guessing the outcome of MLC implementation impact
As the industry is currently in a recession and speculations
are that it will continue being in one in the long run, MLC implementation will NOT change the “status quo” for sure. There
was no regulation in the past that changed the existing conditions (at the time of introduction) despite the inspiration of
the regulators (unlimited examples exist, starting from ISM
and ISPS to SOLAS and MARPOL requirements). The industry
will most probably ﬁnd a new modus operandi within the
years 2014/2015 till we are faced with a case where the
human element will play a vital role, an accident for example
which is long overdue!
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THE FINAL COUNTDOWN

Liberia ready for MLC 2006 launch

By Scott Bergeron, Chief Executive Oﬃcer of the Liberian International Ship & Corporate Registry (LISCR, LLC) & Michalis Pantazopoulos,
Senior Vice President & General Manager of the Registry’s Greece oﬃce

The Liberian Registry is ready for the entry into force of
the Maritime Labour Convention (MLC) 2006. In fact it
has been getting ready for some time. It has had to. MLC
2006 applies to no fewer than 3,273 ships registered
with Liberia.
Liberia was the ﬁrst country to ratify MLC 2006, and has
consistently led the way in pushing for swiﬅ overall ratiﬁcation. So of course it welcomes the entry into force of the
Convention this year and continues to reinforce its role as a
world leader in maritime safety and seafarer welfare by continuing to strengthen its team of ﬂag state inspectors qualiﬁed to undertake MLC 2006 inspections.
Liberia currently has a record number of 159 qualiﬁed MLC
2006 inspectors conducting compliance inspections and issuing Maritime Labour Certiﬁcates on behalf of the Liberian
Registry. And it is committed to ensuring that the involvement of other service providers such as crewing agents
should not be allowed to dilute or distort the MLC 2006 process.
To date, Liberia has issued 152 MLC certiﬁcates, and is busy
scheduling further inspections at the rate of over one hundred a month. It has also issued 1,750 Declarations of Maritime Labour Compliance (DMLC) Part I and accepted more
than 1,015 DMLC Part II documenting shipowners’ compliance.
Liberia believes in protecting the welfare and the rights of
the seafarers on board its ships. Without them, Liberia
would not be among the very best ship registries in the
world. This is not something to which Liberia simply pays
lip-service. The Liberian Registry wants its seafarers to be
safe and happy, and it wants to know about it if they are not.
Among other initiatives, the Registry is launching an online
Seafarer Complaint procedure which will allow seafarers to
submit any complaints they might have using a form-based
template. The Liberian Administration will follow up with individual seafarers who use this process, and it will provide
any necessary guidance and recommendations.
Shipowners whose vessels are registered with Liberia have
responded very positively to the timeline set for MLC 2006
compliance, and to the requirements of the Convention itself. The fact is that many of those requirements were already enshrined in other regulations and conventions, but
have now been brought together in one place.

As a responsible ship registry, Liberia has been extremely
proactive in terms of MLC 2006 compliance. It has been
talking to owners and operators for the past 18 months and
more, listening to their concerns and suggesting solutions
where problems were deemed to exist. This is what good
ship registries should be doing, rather than merely reacting
to problems when they occur.
Increasingly, it is evident that proactive initiatives by forward-thinking ship registries can help owners and operators
stay ahead of the game, and beneﬁt from the resultant advantages. There is no excuse for the industry not being
ready for MLC compliance, and no reason why ship registries
should not play a leading role in ensuring compliance and
implementation.
It is important to remember, also, that it is not just seafarers
who will beneﬁt from the implementation of MLC 2006.
When the Convention is properly and eﬀectively implemented, owners and managers will reap the beneﬁts in
terms of improved retention of happy and properly motivated seafarers. They should also beneﬁt from a level playing ﬁeld with no more favourable treatment for ships ﬂying
ﬂags of non-ratifying countries.
LISCR CEO Scott Bergeron says, “Liberia is proud of its reputation for upholding the highest standards of crew welfare,
and is fully behind the introduction of MLC 2006. The Convention will create a better connection between the people
at sea and their management ashore, and will bring a new
level of openness and communication that will help eliminate many of the frustrations and insecurities that seafarers
experience in their relationships with shipowners, managers
and crewing agents. Everything should be transparent, open
and, ultimately, veriﬁable.
“MLC 2006 has been termed the ‘seafarers’ bill of rights’. It
is incumbent on the shipping industry to ensure that it functions properly in that role.”
• The Liberian Registry is one of the world’s largest and
most active shipping registers, with a long-established track
record of combining the highest standards of safety for vessels and crews with the highest levels of responsive service
to owners. It has recently surpassed all-time tonnage
records,
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Problems and challenges
of compliance with the new MLC
The ILO's Maritime Labour Convention (MLC), 2006 provides comprehensive rights and protection at work for the world's more than 1.2 million seafarers. The Convention aims to achieve both decent work for seafarers and
secure economic interests in fair competition for quality shipowners.
To come into force, the MLC had to be ratiﬁed by at least 30 member
States with a total share in the world gross tonnage of ships of 33 per
cent. This milestone was reached on 20 August 2012 and thus, the MLC
will come into force on 20 August 2013.

An Interview with Theofilos Xenakoudis, Managing Director of International Registries INC Pireaus

How have your customers responded to the timetable
set by ILO for the compliance of ships with the new
MLC?
The Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI) Maritime Administrator has been providing guidance through Marine Notices, Marine Guidelines, Q&A correspondence, face-to-face
meetings and seminars since 2010 to assist owners/operators in making preparations for MLC, 2006 implementation. Most of the shipowners/operators to which the
Convention applies already meet the requirements of the
Convention by virtue of having to comply with RMI statutes
and regulations. This is evidenced by the lack of need for
the consideration of substantial equivalencies and the lack
of exemptions requested by shipowners/operators in their
Declarations of Maritime Labour Compliance (DMLC), Part
I applications and is also evident in the results of DMLC, Part
II reviews and inspections.
The RMI has issued more than 1,800 DLMCs, Part I as of the
end of April 2013. At the moment, 2,250 of the more than
2,850 registered RMI vessels must comply by 20 August
2013. RMI owners/operators of those vessels in the fleet
that must comply are actively taking steps to comply with
the aim of certification by the August deadline.

What problems do they encounter while adopting the
proposals of the International Convention?
The MLC, 2006 is implemented through national law and
legislation. One of the challenges for shipowners/operators
is understanding that the best way to implement the Convention is through the leveraging of their current safety
management system. The Convention is an amalgamation
of many existing requirements. Thus, there is not a need to
start from scratch, but to build upon what is already there.
As a flag State, how do you contribute in companies'
efforts?
As a ratifying Member State, the RMI implemented the Convention as quickly as possible through its laws and regulations and produced a DMLC, Part I, which is necessary for
shipowner/operator compliance. Early publication of the
DMLC, Part I allowed shipowners/operators to have lead
time in complying with the Convention. Equally important
is the dialogue the RMI maintains with industry stakeholders,
explaining on a daily basis what is expected of them and
how RMI laws and regulations are to be interpreted.
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EFKRANTI AWARDS

The Efkranti Journey
The "Efkranti" Annual Award Ceremony hosted by "Naftika
Chronika" and the Hellenic Association of Maritime Economists
was held on Monday, 22 April 2013, at the Aikaterini
Laskaridis Foundation.

In the presence of prominent guests from the wider shipping industry, the hosts
of the event, Dr. Thanos Pallis, President of the Hellenic Association of Maritime
Economists and Ilias Bisias, director of "Naﬅika Chronika", joined the members
of the awards jury in announcing the winners of the awards and in presenting
the honorary awards given out for the ﬁﬅh consecutive year in Piraeus.
Exclusive sponsor of the “EFKRANTI” Awards”:
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he ceremony was opened by the director of "Naﬅika
Chronika", Ilias Bisias, who among other things said:
“Naﬅika Chronika with the patronage of the Hellenic Association of Maritime Economists and the full support of the
Laskaridis Foundation has honoured for yet another year six
personalities and organisations involved in shipping for their
contribution to shipping and society as a whole, and on April
22nd presented them with the Efkranti Awards.
These awards are an essential bridge of communication and
conciliation for both the academic and the media communities
and are named aﬅer the Nereid -patroness of seafarers and
the good catch.
In this context, the award jury includes 51 academics and researchers from all the academic institutions where shipping
is taught, as well as some of the country’s most reputable and
accomplished journalists.
It is no coincidence that this year's winners have supported
and continue to support both the improvement of our shipping
industry’s public image and the new generation that wants to
make a career at sea or in shipping in general”.
Welcoming speeches were also given by Mr. Panos Moraitis
CEO of Aspida Maritime Security, Dr. Thanos Pallis, President
of the Hellenic Association of Maritime Economists, MEP of
ND George Koumoutsakos, George Gratsos, President of the
Hellenic Chamber of Shipping, and Panos Laskaridis, President
of the Aikaterini Laskaridis Foundation.
This year the awards organizing committee selected six categories of excellence and awarded the following:

T

The ‘Social Contribution by a Maritime Personality
or Body’ Award:
Awarded to the Masters & Mates Union of the Greek Merchant Marine (PEPEN), by Dr. Alkis Korres, Maritime Economist, Adjunct Professor International Shipping Policy and
Chartering, Aegean University, and Mr. Minas Tsamopoulos,
journalist.
The award was received by George Vlachos, President of
PEPEN.
In his brief speech Mr. Korres said:
“Today PEPEN is presented with an award for its Contribution
to Society.
This includes a variety of activities,
• from rescuing castaways in the oceans, to supporting the
maritime profession, and
• from awarding excelling students and granting scholarships,
to oﬀering moral and material support to its unemployed
members.
However, in the name of PEPEN, it is the Greek Shipmaster
who is being honored today, as perhaps the best Shipmaster
in the world.
Let's look at some of his qualities:
• Intelligent
• With a large, a very large amount of knowledge

Capt. George Vlachos receives the award from Prof. A. J. Corres and
Mr. Minas Tsamopoulos

• The man who cares about everything and solves problems
on the ship
• The man who thinks quick and takes initiative
• The valuable trainees’ teacher on board
• The experienced oﬃce executive when he ﬁnally comes out
on land.
• Without exaggeration, the Greek Shipmaster is an ISM code
in his own right.
I consider it a great honor to be presenting today the EFKRANTIS Award for Social Contribution to the Panhellenic Masters
& Mates Union of the Greek Merchant Marine, and wish them
to continue their work with the same success”.
The ‘International Promotion of Greek Shipping’
Award:
Awarded to the International Maritime Exhibition
"Posidonia".
The award was received by Project Manager Theodore Vokos
and the Managing Director of Posidonia Exhibitions Nana
Michail, and presented by Professor Ernesto Tzanatos and
Professor Kostas Chlomoudis (Vice Chairman, ENOE) of the
Department of Maritime Studies, University of Piraeus.
In his speech about the "Posidonia" Professor Tzanatos said:
“According to ancient Greek legend, when Zeus dethroned his
father Cronus, the three brothers divided the world among
themselves. Poseidon became the ruler of the sea and all waters, while Zeus took the kingdom of the heavens, and Hades
the underworld.
This is what the legend tells us, but since what really matters
is not only how you start, but also what you become, we must
acknowledge that Greek shipping has not only preserved the
legend, but has also made it a reality. In the diﬃcult world we
live in today, our shipping, like a modern Greek god, holds the
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EFKRANTI AWARDS
Exclusive sponsor:

Mr. Theodore Vokos and Mrs. Nana Michael receive the award from
Prof. Kostas Chlomoudis and Ernestos Tzannatos

scepters of the seas.
So as "Posidonia" approaches half century of existence, we can
conﬁdently say that it is not just a symbolic, but also a real
bridge in time connecting ancient myth with contemporary
reality. It is a regular global meeting crossroads of maritime
entrepreneurship and the shipping profession, maritime education and research, and international and European policy.
The "Posidonia" Exhibition attracts approximately 20,000 visitors (50% foreign) who wish to learn about the latest developments in world shipping, through events which are not
limited to the exhibition object, but are supplemented by seminars and conferences on current and emerging challenges
in shipping. And because the development of shipping is based
on human relationships, the "Posidonia" exhibition is accompanied by other events such as the Regatta and the Football
Tournament where new acquaintances are created and friendships are renewed through sportsmanship.
Traditionally, especially in diﬃcult times such as these recently
experienced by our country, the "Posidonia" event conveys a
biennial message of hope and optimism. Beyond the signiﬁcant economic contribution to the local tourism economy, it
is a reminder of the achievements of Greek shipping and the
uniqueness of Greek seamanship. It is the place and time that
make us feel proud as Greeks, because at the "Posidonia" the
global shipping industry, with the presence of about 20 national participants, 90 countries and 2,000 exhibitors (of
whom nearly 85% are foreigners), recognizes the enduring
success course of Greek shipping.
The visionary initiative of the late Theodoros Vokos 50 years
ago to organize the ﬁrst International Maritime Conference in

Greece has evolved in what is today the most important institution for the international promotion of Greek shipping. This,
however, did not just happen. When you are called upon to
promote something as dynamic and successful as Greek shipping at this scale, continuous eﬀort and a particular sense of
responsibility are required. As soon as the curtain falls on an
event such as the "Posidonia", a laborious eﬀort begins until
the next one. Recently, some 15 months before the 2014
"Posidonia", we received the oﬃcial invitation "Posidonia 2014
Oﬃcially Launched". Once again, the organizers of "Posidonia"
have stated they are ready to face the challenge of a new successful meeting of the people in shipping. And, as the past determines the future, we are certain that the organizers of
"Posidonia" will pleasantly surprise us again; at the same time,
they allow us to hope for a new participation record, just as in
2012.
To those who were inspired, worked and continue to work for
the success of the "Posidonia" institution, congratulations are
due. As a member of the Efkranti awards committee, I feel
great honor and pleasure to award the "International Promotion of Greek shipping" award to the President of "Posidonia",
Mr. Theodoros Vokos, the worthy third generation continuer
of that ﬁrst inspirational endeavor for the promotion of our
shipping in 1964”.
The ‘Best Manager’ Award:
Awarded to Stamatis Bourboulis, General Manager of
Euronav Ship Management (Hellas) Ltd.
The award was presented to Mr. Bourboulis by Dr. John
Theotokas, Associate Professor, University of the Aegean, Department of Shipping and Transport and Dr. Manolis Kavousanos, Ph.D., Professor at the Athens University of Economics
and Business.

Mr. Bourboulis receives the award from Prof. Em. Kavoussanos
and I. Theotokas
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Mr. Theotokas referring to Mr. Bourboulis said:
“Stamatis Bourboulis is General Manager of Euronav, one of
the largest shipping companies in the ﬁeld of tanker management. He successfully expresses the shipping tradition of
Chios, and especially Kardamila, as this tradition is utilized,
continued, and extended in the context of one of the leading
groups in Greek shipping.
Under the management of S. Bourboulis, this tradition of
"quality and competitive ship management" continues to grow
dynamically, making Euronav (Hellas) a key management hub
of the Euronav group, a company that manages more than 35
Suezmax and VLCC tankers.
At the same time, S. Bourboulis continues the tradition of the
G. P. Livanos group in another ﬁeld, i.e. in cooperating and supporting any worthwhile research or educational activity by academic institutions, thus contributing to the propagation and
updating of management expertise in Greek shipping”.
The ‘Best Communication Strategy’ Award:
Awarded to Paragon Shipping Inc.
The award was presented to the Chairman and CEO Michael
Bodouroglou by Mrs. Natassa Vassilaki, Publisher of “Naﬅiliaki”
magazine and Dr. Aggelos Pantouvakis, University of Piraeus.
Dr. Aggelos Pantouvakis spoke about Mr. Bodouroglou:
"It was with great pleasure and honor that I received the invitation to participate in the Efkranti Awards co-hosted by

es the award from Mrs.
essor A. Pantouvakis

Mr. M. Bodouroglou receives the award from Mrs. Natassa Vassilaki
and Professor A. Pantouvakis

Naﬅika Chronika and the Hellenic Association of Maritime
Economists. I must admit that I was even happier when I discovered that I would be presenting the "Best Communication
Strategy" award for 2012.
This is because these two words, STRATEGY and COMMUNICATION are two misunderstood words, two indivisible words
which add - each in its own way - character to our lives.
The ﬁrst one, strategy, is a military word (meaning to lead an
army), a complex concept better understood when examined
in a systematic way from diﬀerent perspectives. The concept
of strategy refers to the logical planning of army commanders
and to achieving goals. It involves the moves of people ready
to launch or suﬀer an attack. It is also about analyzing the
moves of an opponent, weighing alternatives and selecting
the most appropriate one.
On the other hand, we have communication and marketing...
Words deeply related to people’s feelings, their emotions, their
memories and recollections. The concept of communication,
which starts with the narration of stories about the sea under
the plane tree in Stenies in Andros, or in the cafe at Oinouses.
Stories embellished with mermaids and dragons, great feats
and wild seas, sometimes true, others not quite as true; stories that have built "names" and a sense of identity for the
proud people in Greek shipping.
From that time to the present day, communication strategy
has shaped an entire platform of interrelationships which: discovers new ﬁelds, creates and conveys messages, manages
crises, aids Corporate Social Responsibility and contributes to
intra- and inter- company communication. It has been used
many times, mostly quietly and subtly, at other times more
dynamically.
Taking all the above into careful consideration, Paragon Shipping decisively focuses on service excellence and the creation
of good and close relationships with its customers. They seem
to understand that a satisﬁed customer – be it a broker, a
charterer or an agent- behaves and decides rather emotionally, alleviating thus the strict economic and price oriented nature of the shipping business.
So it is obvious why among the many worthy nominations, the
awards committee decided to present the 2012 Efkranti
award for "Best Communication Strategy" to Paragon Shipping, Mr. Bodouroglou’s company".
The ‘Support to Greek Maritime Education’ Award:
Awarded to the Ioannis Diamanti Pateras Foundations.
The award was presented by John Tsamourgelis, Assistant
Professor of International Economics at the University of the
Aegean, and Mr. Nikos Bardounias, journalist. It was accepted
on behalf of the ID Pateras Foundations by Director Dimitrios
Ntzoidos.
Mr. Tsamourgelis said about the ID Pateras Foundations:
“The ﬁnancial results of a company, when read in a diﬀerent
way, form what we call a "social report". They indicate the ac-
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own footprint in history.
For the social contribution of ID Pateras Foundations and the
resounding silence in view of this award, I call upon the President of the Foundations, Mr. Stefanos Pateras, to receive the
award.”

Mr. Stefanos Pateras receives the award from Prof. Y. Tsamourgelis
and Mr. N. Bardounias

tivities of a company in terms of shareholder returns: i.e. to
employees, shareholders and the state. Mainly though, a social
report records the returns of the company to society itself,
through donations, sponsorships and any other beneﬁts reciprocated directly to society as a whole.
So if the ﬁnancial result is the eﬃciency criterion of a company
which records its footprint on the industry, its social report
records its footprint on society. If these social footprints cumulate and produce a multiplying eﬀect that improves the
lives of citizens – of increasing numbers of citizens and increasingly better results - then the company’s social footprint
is transformed into a footprint in history. This is precisely what
the Pateras Foundation has done: it has transformed its social
footprint into a footprint in history.
But I do not wish to dwell on that. You know, a few days ago
we received a call from Mr. Pateras requesting that he not
speak, that he not deliver a brief speech on the occasion of
the Foundation’s being presented with an award for its social
contribution. He chose silence. I have been thinking just how
important this silence is nowadays. Our days are dominated
by shouting, nonsense and twaddle, and all kinds of physical
and verbal abuse. How meaningful it would be if we opted for
a few minutes of silence which would enable us to think more
clearly, to compose our thoughts, and deﬁne ourselves against
history and the future with modesty.
And then, perhaps, the next time we choose to speak, what we
have to say might be a little wiser and what we do perhaps
might enable us to claim our own footprint on society...our

The ‘Overall Contribution to Shipping’ Award:
The award was presented to Captain Ioannis Tsenempis by
Dr. Angeliki Pardalis, Professor of Maritime Studies at the
University of Piraeus, and Mr. Savvas Athanasiou, journalist.
Mrs. Pardalis, talking about Captain Tsenempis said:
“Captain Yiannis Tsenempis started life in Corfu and his professional activity at sea and in oceanic shipping, where he
evolved to reach the rank of captain. At the same time, he also
pursued a university education and graduated from Panteion
University.
In the years that followed he worked as a professor and deputy
director at the Center for the Education of Merchant Marine
Oﬃcers (KESEN) and for many years served as an edu-cational
consultant at HELMEPA.
For the last 20 years he has been working as General Coordinator at the Hellenic Chamber of Shipping.
We all know of his huge contribution to the HCS since 1936,
where he has been instrumental in shaping National Marine
Policy as principal advisor to government on matters concerning shipping.
For the last 20 years, Captain Yiannis Tsenempis has been coordinating the work of the HCS Board and has constructively
contributed to shaping the maritime policy of the country. ”

Capt. J. Tsenebis receives the award from Prof. A. Pardali
and Mr. S. Athanasiou
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The

PortExecutive
Seminar
A two days executive training program by PortEconomics
Overview
The PortExecutive Seminar is a two-day executive training program exploring challenges faced by port managers and regulators. Following
two successful editions in Greece and France, the 2013 edition heads to Antwerp, home to Europe’s second largest seaport. The seminar
provides port and port-related professionals an in-depth analysis of the port competitive environment; port governance, private-public
partnership and port supply chains brought to you by leading academic experts and practitioners.
Join a unique series of interactive sessions involving a mixture of decision-makers, the highly experienced PortEconomics team and
industry representatives (shipping lines and port authorities), who will update you on developments in the port world and inform your
future professional activities.
Who should attend?
Managers and staff of private and public bodies involved in port management, operation, planning and development. Private consultants
interested in developing a portfolio of port projects.
Where:
The seminar will be hosted by ITMMA, University of Antwerp in the bustling port city of Antwerp. The venue of PortExecutive Seminar is
the 16th century ‘Hof van Liere’ of the University of Antwerp, Prinsstraat 13, 2000 Antwerp.
Contact for further information:
Mrs Aimilia Papachristou, E. a.papachristou@aegean.gr, T. +30 22710 35287, F. +30 22710 35299

Further info: www.porteconomics.eu/portexecutive
Organized by:

Hosted by:

Supported by:
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Recent Meetings Held
by the Marshall Islands Registry
More than 190 delegates from the greater
Piraeus shipping community joined representatives of the
Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI)
Registry for a seminar
to hear and discuss
further guidance on the provisions of the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 (MLC, 2006), Ballast Water Management requirements of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the
United States (US), the US revisions to the Vessel General Permit and lastly, an update on piracy. “Maintaining an active dialogue with the Greek shipping community is important to the
Registry and to Greek owners since they are the largest
shipowning group in the RMI Registry. The recent report from
the Greek Shipping Cooperation Committee also notes that the
RMI ﬂag remains one of the fastest growing ﬂags in Greece,”
said Theo Xenakoudis, Worldwide Business Operations Oﬃcer,
International Registries, Inc. (IRI)
Following the seminar in Piraeus, several Registry representatives traveled to London for the Marshall Islands Quality
Council (MIQC) meeting. The MIQC is an independent consultative body consisting of more than 40 members who
provide advice and guidance to the RMI Registry. “The MIQC
assists the Registry in continuously improving the safety, security and environmental performance of vessels ﬂying the
RMI ﬂag and the services provided to vessel owners,” said
Bill Gallagher, IRI President. The meeting agenda included a
review of Registry statistics, an overview of the Registry’s
Technical Department and how it is organized to respond to
owner/operator requests on a 24-hour basis, an update on
Regulatory issues including MARPOL Annexes V and VI and
MLC, 2006. “These types of meetings, where we have an
open dialogue and feedback from owners, operators and
other industry stakeholders, are in furtherance of the Registry’s strategic vision and goals. It is these types of interactions and the commitment from the Registry’s
stakeholders that ensure quality tonnage in the Registry
prevails,” concluded Bill Gallagher.

IACS Harmonised Common Structural
Rules Released for Industry Review
The International Association of Classiﬁcation Societies
(IACS) is pleased to announce the release of the second draﬅ

of IACS harmonized Common Structural Rules (CSR) on the
IACS website. As part of the agreed process of development,
IACS invites Industry to oﬀer comments on all parts of the
draﬅ Rules - prior to the end of August 2013.
A key objective of the CSR harmonization project was to
achieve full compliance with the IMO Goal Based Standards
(GBS) which come into force in the middle of 2016. With this
in mind, this second release of the draﬅ harmonized CSR
and technical background address the Functional Requirements of the IMO Goal Based Standards (GBS), where they
fall within the scope of these Rules.
The harmonization of the Rules involves extensive technical
work, testing and calibration, and now a further period for
the maritime industry and other stakeholders to review the
second draﬅ of harmonized CSR and raise questions, observations and general feedback. To assist with the review Consequence Assessment (CA) reports are being published with
this second draﬅ.
This ﬁnal industry review period will be followed by IACS Societies' Technical Committees review in the Autumn of 2013
with a view to adopt the harmonized CSR by IACS Council in
December 2013.

Amendments to MARPOL
Annex V were adopted
by resolution MEPC.201(62)
The UK Chamber of
Shipping
sounded
the alarm about the
EU Regulation on
0,1% S fuel consumption in speciﬁc
areas by 2015, as
these include the
North and Baltic Sea.
The
Chamber
stresses that some routes will become uneconomical for
companies and this will have serious repercussions.
Initially, there will be a shiﬅ towards land transport, resulting
in increased emissions. Furthermore, 2,000 jobs in all sectors will be put at risk.
Regarding the prices of transporting goods and vehicles,
they are expected to increase by up to 29% due to high fuel
costs.
Therefore, the UK Chamber of Shipping proposes that this
measure be delayed in order for ship owners to incorporate
modern technologies on their ships and for the new regulations to be eﬀective.
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London P&I Issues Warning on
Enclosed Space Entry Incidents
The ship Inspection Department has
noted a general rise in the number
of 'negative Findings' recorded in relation to the activity of enclosed
space entry. the subject has been
discussed at length worldwide, and
despite a global acceptance of industry standard procedures, incidents
continue to occur year-on-year.
In the latest issue of its StopLoss
Bulletin, the London P&I Club refers
to diving accidents as follows:
Inspectors are repeatedly presented with the following,
even when fully completed PTW forms are presented:
1) Completed single PTWs which purport to cover entry into
multiple enclosed spaces
2) Checklists fully completed and signed oﬀ by the Responsible Oﬃcer and Master, but the required safety equipment is not actually in place
3) No evidence of consideration of how a rescue would be
undertaken from the space in the event of an emergency
4) No provision for continuous monitoring of the atmosphere of the space
5) Oxygen/Gas detection equipment presented in either a
dubious condition or without proper evidence of calibration to statutory requirements.

Protection of the Arctic
environment high on the IMO
agenda
The IMO Sub-Committee on Ship Design and Equipment (DE)
has made great progress in its eﬀorts to develop international environmental and safety regulations for navigation
in polar regions.
For the recent session of the Sub-Committee on Ship Design
and Equipment held in March 2013, Denmark had, together
with other Arctic coastal States, submitted a proposal for a
special chapter on marine environment regulations for the
Polar Code. The Polar Code is a special set of regulations
that ships must comply with to navigate polar waters. It is
being negotiated in the IMO and is expected to be ﬁnalized
by 2014.
With the proposal, Denmark et al. intend to generally make
the discharge of oil and environmentally harmful chemicals
in Arctic regions prohibited pursuant to the marine environmental regulations of the Polar Code. In addition, the proposal contains measures for tightening the provisions on

the discharge of waste and sewage. The Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) is to consider the proposal at its next session to be held in May this year.
At the same time, important steps were taken to ﬁnalize the
Polar Code in a number of safety areas related to ships' hull
strength and operation in areas with, inter alia, ice and low
temperatures.
At the meeting, the following items were among those on
the agenda:
Navigation in polar areas.
Oﬀshore wind farm vessels.
Electrical installations on board cargo and passenger ships.
Type approval requirements for incinerators.
Ships' life-saving appliances.
Annual inspections of life-saving appliances.

DNV offers shipowners an LNG
ready option
DNV oﬀers shipowners the support they need to make newbuilds and existing vessels 'LNG ready' with class approved
designs, ready for later, simple retroﬁt of LNG technology.
The service enables shipowners to make smart choices and
minimal investments now in readiness for when LNG
bunkering becomes widely available.
Shipowners are supported through all stages of the decision-making process as they prepare to meet the IMO air
emission regulations entering into force from 2015. There
are three obvious technology options for meeting Emission
Control Area (ECA) requirements: installing a scrubber,
switching to low sulphur fuel oil or to go for LNG as fuel and
installing gas engines. Alternative fuels such as methanol
and biofuels are also being developed.
DNV believes LNG will be a good solution for many for meeting both SOx and NOx requirements. However, the right option will depend on the shipowner's time horizon, says Dr
Würsig. A wrong technical decision could increase the cumulative cost of operation by millions of US dollars over the
ship's lifetime.
DNV has already provided 'LNG ready' services to a number
of clients as they start preparing for 2015.
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